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The
TALLAHASSEE Board of Regents Friday
okayed master of arts ··programs in gerontology and
music and a bachelor of
science program in · medical
technology for USF.
The three programs were
reported favorably by the,
Regents Curriculum · Com- .
mittee after they had been
approved by the state uni. versity system's touncil of
Academic Affairs' and the
Co1.i'ncil of University Presidents.
The M.A. in music was
passed by both the Curr_iculum Committee and the. Regents "with the understanding that (USF) will not
plan to develop a ·doctoral
program in music ".

FLORIDA STATE currently offers the only Ph. D.
prQgram in music in the
state university system, and
the Curriculum · Committee
asked that it remain the
only one._
USF Pres. John S. Allen
told the committee "there
are four major symphony
orchestras ·and two · opera

companies in the area offering professional experience to potential graduates
of this program," and that
"graduates of this program .
would be prime candidates
for permanent positions in
these organizatio~."
The masters of gerontology program had been delayed for almost a year be- cause of semantics. Curriculum Committee Chairman
Dr. Clarence Menser of
Vero Beach had objected t o
the original title of the program, "a degree course in
aging.".

ALLEN ASSURED ."Menser and the other regents
· that the program envisions
training o f professional
practitioners in the general
field of aging, emphasizing
services for the elderly." Some .light banter followed among the Board
me~bers a!;)out the program's probable future personal utility.
· Allen said a one-year
planning_grant enabled the
program's early develop.· ment to begih.

Rick Is .Back!
See Column, Page 11

See editorial, Page 4
THE B.S. in medical technology will be the initial
program under the College
of Medicine at USF, scheduled to open for· classes in
the fall of 1971.
Meanw4ile, the_ Regents
approved over $1-million in
state funds for construction
contracts for USF, the
•biggest one being $840,010
for "Phase II" of the justcompleted Social Science
Building.
The Phase.JI contract was
awarded to Biltmore C9i,struction Inc. of Clearwitter
that outbid two other companies which had bid $907,000 and $911,000
"PHASE Il" of the Social
Scie)ice .. Building will include more faculty offices
and seminar rooms, accord·ing to Andrew C. Rodgers,
USF business manager. It
. will be built immediately
west of the present Social
Science Building, next to
the parking lot.
Construction, R o d g e r s
said, is scheduled to start
immediately, and possibly
completed by next fall.
Total cost wiifbe $1,047,000.
The' two other contracts
went to the ,John F. Johnson
Construction Co. of Temple
Terrace for $183,811 worth
of new utilities for USF, and
for $38,497 in "revisions" to
the fourth floor of the
Science Center, -, -- ~ ~ --- ..
TitE NEW utilities, Rodgers said, will be general
electrical <M1d telephone fa.
cility expansion, and the
Science Center revisions
will be a reading room, research labs, and some addi· ·
tional faculty offices.
The Regents also appointed their archite'ct Forrest
Kelley to assist USF in
planning a new "student
service" building, whic~
will be the new University
Center (CTR) .
The new CTR will be part
of a new residence complex
·contemplated, when ·funds
be.come available, for the
land south of the Gymnasium and Business Administration Building.
Administration and student officials have been
talking for some time about
·the · facilities to be included in a new CTR although
nothing has been made public as yet.

11,000 Hear NixOn's
~ledges For America
1

See Nixon commentary,
Page 4
By MARILYN MUNYER

Staff Writer
A crowd of m ore than 11,000
people gathered to listen to
Republican presidential nominee Richard M. Nixon at
, Tampa's Curtis Hixon Convention Center Friday evening. His appearance in
Tampa was following campajgn tours through Tennes-.
· see and Kentucky.
Some 400 'people were on
hand to greet Nixon upon his
a rrival at Tampa International Airport. Among these were
several USF Young Republicans a nd Students for Nixon
members, hippies, secret ser-.
vicemen; reporters, some 50
war protestors.
F ollowing some two hours
of entertainment by the
Mercy combo, members of
the Tampa Symphony, and a
5()0-member chorus called
"Voices for Nixon," Nixon arrived on the scene.
NIXON AND HIS wife, Pat
entered the hall from the
street stopping every so often
to shake hands with supporters, and finally worked their
way to the stage, ·
Congressman Ed Gurney,

Republican candidate for the
U.S. Senate, introduced Nixon
to· t h,e ·cheering 'c rowd. Following his introduction, Nixon
joined hands with Gov. Claude
R. Kirk _in a ·victory · salute
and urged Floridians to send
Republicans . to Congress and
the state legislature.
Nixon started his spech
with a promise to change
America and "bring an honorable end to the war in Vietnam if elected the next President.
"NOVE)IBER 5TH is a day
of protest for millions of for. gotten Americans" N i x o n·
said, "because they are ·the
people who are going t~ protest and bring in the ~~
leadership our country is so
ba.dly begging for."
Following this statement
•several you.ng; sign_:carrying
protestors marched inTront of
the audience chanting for
·
"peace" in Vietnam.
Nixon smiled · and said, "I
want peace also and if you
young people would pause and
listen for a few minutes,' you'll
see how the Republican Party
and a change in our foreign
policy wm · guarantee you that
peace."
NIXON PLEDGED also to
strengthen our nation so that

\

Students Get
New Rights

it will have more strength at
•conference tables around the
world.
'.'I also pledge to renew international respect so that
'the American flag can be' a
doormat for nobody,' " Nixon
·
said.
Nixon also made a pledge to
crack. down on domestic violence in·order to guarantee all
Americans the right to be free
from fright.
NIXON CRITICIZED the
present , administration's approach to solving the poverty
problems in America and said
it has. poured bundles of
money into progra ms which

By,STUART THAYER
Staff Writer

TALLAHASSEE - The State Council of Student
Bcidy Presidents and the Board of Regents sat across
from each other Friday and agreed to revise-about 15
sections 6f the Regents Operating Manual, ending
over six months of discussions beh-veen students and
Regents officials.
The manual revisions were approved by the Re-·
gents after a two-hour discussion which had been
pushed to the bottom of the Regents agenda so that
,wpat amounted to three-hours of other business could
be completed.
The revisions approved provided that:
"THE STUDENT govern- . - - - - - - - - - - - ment should have clear and
defined means to participate
in the formulation and review
of institutional policy ' affecting academic and student affairs."
"Student governments are
author/zed to initiate .s tudent
social regulations.
"Dii:iciplinary" h e a r i n g s
shall be conducted by an impartial committee or board eiTALLAHASSEE - The Unither appointed by the presi- versity has withdrawn · the
dent or selected through use suspension of a freshman
.of esgblished and constituted after the student's llppeal to
procedures approved by the the Board of Regents had
president.
been heard by a Regents rep"THE , DETERMINATION resentative.
of the student's guilt or inno- . Rivers Buford, a n assis tant
cence in the alleged viola tion state attorney general, said
of the rule or regulation shall USF had taken "adminisbe made by the committee or trative action" to withdraw its
board," and not initially by a . ruling handed down last fall.
sin·g le University official.
Buford was present for a
Before final action is taken meeting of the Regents here
-against . ;i ~s tudg!:!t ,-involving Friday.
-·· non-academk rules v10lations1
student · shall be -afforded . . Buford acted as the "hearadiquate notice of'charges, a ing examiner" t his summer
reasonable time to answer , a ·when he heard the appeal of
fair · and impartial hearing James· Hoffer, suspended by
· Vice );'res. for Student Affairs
and a decision.
" The existing laws, state Herbert J . Wunderlich for riand federal, which define or . fling a n on-campus vending·
machine.
EDITORIAL
expand upon these fre edoms
Another USF student's ap· (of expression) shall also .
apply on every campus. Free- peal, that of Harold Hook,
dom of expression carries 2CBS, was referred to · Buford
with it the responsibility for after Hooks wrote Regents
Registration at USF seems finally to have come of
· seeing that the essential order Chairman Chester F erguson
.
age.
of · the University is pre- asking a postponement of his
It ,vasn't agonizing at all: Not one little bit. Except
appearance before the Reserved."
for maybe those who wanted Issues of Music and found it
SOME OF THE Regents gents.
closed 25 minutes after the doors opened.
In his letter, Hooks told
policies eliminated were:
And except maybe for those who had to stand in fee
e r g u s o n he couldn't
F
university
the
of
power
The
or schola rship lines. But that was THEIR fault - they
appear "due · tci circumoff.
·
an
declare
to
president
,
could have-done it in advance. . . ·
campus location "off-limits.'.' stances beyond my control."
And except maybe £or the confused fres~men and
Hoffer contended that one
The power of " the president
transfer students · with their numbers on envelopes and
Board member c a s t a
by
appointed
officer
an
or
courses closing and wondering if they could take class
him" to conduct 3i discipli- "guilty" . vote before the
in the PED right .after one in the F AH.
nary hearing by himself, and Board hearing ended, then.
But even · they endured. It wasn't that bad• they said.
the sole power of a president left the room. · / -No, not that ·bad. And for everyone else . ~!- • it was
to determine guilt or innoGREAT.
cence.
CAUSE FOR suspension by
" conviction of a student for a
criminal offense ... which, if
condoned by the University
would r eflect dishonor or discredit on the University."
The power of the University
to terminate its own adminisWhat does the
tered financial aid to ·a student before a hearing if he is
USF studen-t think
charged wit!J misconduct. ·
about the war in
The power of -a president to
Vietnam? What is
summarily suspend a student
his opin_ion of the
"pending" a ·hea ring, -except
in
engaged
misconduct
national leadership's
for
WELCOME WEEKEND
' after he issues a "cease and
conduct of the war?
desist" order to stop those acSponsored by the University Center Program-Council
Does he favor gettions.
out now, or
ting
the
-. FRIDAY: Buckinghams Concert will be held in
THE REQUffiEMENT of a
believe eshe
does
. Gymnasium at 8 p:m.
faculty adviser for student or calation is the soluganizations. Organizations are
Tickets at the CTR Information Desk are $1.50 for
now only "encouraged to attion?
students, staff and faculty.
tract advisers drawn from the
An_swers to these
faculty.. . "
other que~tions
and
"Organizations on campus
FRIDAY: "Buck and the Reactions" wiWplay at the
be carried in
·
will
must be related in a positive,l
street dance on the north side of the University Cenway to the educational objecOracle.
week's
·
next
ter at 9: 30 p.m.
·
tives of the Un~versity."
They are taken from
" Free . inquiry must be conSATURDAY: "Mama's Boys" w1ll be featured at the
a recently approved
with and directed
sistent
Gym d~nce at 9 p.m, Admission is 75 cents at the door.
thesis written by a
toward the educational objecUSF graduate stutives of the University . .. "
de nt for his masters
A PROVISION that remained the same was the recdegree.
ognition by both the Regents
His survey is the
and the students that "the
first scien+ific meaBoard of Regents has full
Six other members of the
The elementary schools of
The team members now in power and authority to presur P. ment of student
the Southwest Pacific island team have been working with Guam are USF's Dr. Alvin J, scribe rules and regulations to
ooinion on this or
of Guam are being upgraded Guamanian elementary school Lo:Ve, and Professors Donald govern s tuqent life and facany other Florida
in language arts this s ummer
teachers at the · College of P. Jaeschke and Leadore D. ulty-staff-student relationships
r:Aml'>11s on the most
by a team of seven professors
at institutions in the state unil".on+rovA rsia l issue
and teachers under the lead- Guam since July 1. Dr. Shan- DuBois, plus Louise Fahrney, ver sity system . .. "
ers hip of Dr. Robert F. Shan- non had earlier formed . the principal of Alta Vista Ele-L, I".:,,,., the .nation.
The main student particiteam a t the request of offi- mentary School, Sarasota, pa nts were USF's Scott Barnon, USF professor.
Yo u mav find
Dr . Shannon is currently en- cials of Gua m's · elementary Sally Louckey, art supervisor · nett, University of Florida's
~nrn e ~urr:,ri c: ina reof ·sarasota County Schools, . Clyde Taylor, and Florida
U.S.
a
Guam,
system.
school
route to Guam, having just
rnl.f., . [Mk for them
protectorate, has received aid and Helen J ohnson, leadership
(FSU)
University's
completed a summer session from the federal govern~ent training teacher from the State
""'Xt week.
Lyman Fletcher who acted as
at Antigua , Guatemala , a t- toward financing the educa- Montgomery County, Mary, (See REGENTS, Page 8)
la nd, school system.
tional project.
tended by 20 USF students.

·Hoffer'sCase
Withdrawn By
University

·. "a

Good Registration

a

This Weekend's
·_ Activities ·Listed-

I
,L
s
G
::M,..;!~~ '!ro~~:•;s"':: UJ, nelpS uam · C1100iS
have shown very little sue-

start by putting millions more
people on payrolls, noj welfare rolls - provide a ·chance
for home ownership and the
pride · and respect that goes
with it."
"The answer to all of this is
to provide better opportunities
a nd private enterprise, not
,
bigger government."
Nixon also suggested increased social security payments to go along with the increase of prices and the value
· increasing of the dollar.

r~F LJ

.,

Viet Survey
Next Week
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L.A. Faculty
_
·Meeting Set ·.

USF Faculty Boosted
By 39 This Quarter
.

- DSF faculty increased by 39
·thrs fall. Exact figures on the
total number of teaching fac-

ulty here is not available, according to Personnel Records
Office.

The Liberal Arts College
faculty will hold its first meeting of the year in the Physics
Auditorium at 2 p.m. next
Wednesday.
Dr. Russell Cooper, dean of
the college of Liberal Arts,
will give his annual "State of
the · College" address arid
there will be opportunity for
questions and discussion.
All faculty members of . the
College should be present.

.

New faculty members are:
Bonnie J. Apple, assistant
professor of Fine Arts; Elea-

Program Needs Tutors,
To Help Young People
/

nor K. Cornett, lecturer in
Natural Science; Frederick
Horrigan, associate professor
of social science; Samuel M.
Isaak, associate professor of
Natural Science; James R.
Jacob, assistant· professor of
Social Science; and Mrs. Margaret C. Jacob, lecturer in
Language-Literature.
Also', Erwin V. Johannigmeier, assistant professor of
Education; Kay M. Kelly, assistant professor of Language-Literature; Herbert D.
Killmel, professor of Social
Science; George IH. Kleine,
. assistant professor of Fine
Arts; Gerald R. Ba:rkholz, in-·
structor in the College of Edu'
cation. '

have a tutoring · program in driving both to and from.
the rural areas of Seffner, Some schools have split
Tbonotosassa and Mango east · schedules and this means
of Temple Terrrce. Tutors morning and evening tutoring
are needed for school age is available.
children. The majority ot
TUTORS ARE needed to
these students will be . Negro. work through the Potter
I
.. Tutoring will take place Street Mission with young
from 2:30 - 5:3ll p.m. depend- children of pre-school age.
The emphasis is on the develing . on students' schedules. opment of language skills and
This is allowing 30 minutes openness in communication.
Also, Kenneth N. Butler, as•
Books, toys and games are
provided as is a small allow- sistant professor of Physical
ance for gas. The morning . Education ; Mrs. Frances R.
hours are best suited for help Chappell, instr~ctor in the
on this project.
College of Business AdminisFor further information call
Bob Haywood at the Universi- traticin; John P. Cooke, assisty Chapel Fellowship, Con- , tant professor in the College
stance Lupo or Miss Dorothy of Business Administration ;
Bennet (VISTA volunteers) or Stuart Forbes, instructor in
Ben Berry at the Potter Street the College o f Business AdMission. Telephone numbers., ministration; Tom D. Freijo,
be gotten at the UniverWHAT's (Women Here And was begun to more quickly may
sity Chapel Fellowship.
assistant professor in the ColThere) Freshmen Commission bfing _freshmen women into
f Ed
Tutors are needed for an In- 1ege o
ucat1on.
will hold its organizational tne . activities of WHAT.
WHAT
elections
will
be
held
dividual
Intensive
Tutorial
Also,
Robert
L. Hurd, in-_
meeting today at 2 p.m. in the
at a general meeting in Octa- (IT) program, -now being con"
University Center Ballroom.
stru~tor in the. College of
WHAT is the largest organi- her. A slate of officers will be ducted in the Tampa Bay
submitted
a
n
d
nominations
~rea.
The
program,
directed
B
u s i n e s s Administration;
·zation on campus, including
virtually half the student from the floor will be accept- by Don Steger, of the Tampa Grorge L .. Jenkins; resident
Inner-City Parish, consists of counselor-instructor; E. Kaubody, the women .. Women offi- ed.
cers of camp1,1s organizations
WHAT serves as a coordi- new aperoaches to individual der, lecturer in the College of
with built-in features
are a utomatic members plus nating organization for worn- · .. tutoring,
such as self-image or self- Business Administration; Maany woman on campus who en's organizations to elimi- , concept education.
noug N. Mona:oug'ian, assishas an interest in bettering the nate overlap and provide for
t an
· t prof essor 9f NaturaI
'
STEGER,
emphasizes
that
University co~munity.
the whole university woman.
: this pro J. e ct is flexible Science; Jack W. Oescher, InWHAT plans. four major acThe Leadership Conference
tivities during the year. They will be open to all university enough to adapt to the sched- 1 structor in the College o{
helped with orientation dU[ing .women. In the past it was ule of tutor a nd pupil, a nd al- Business Administration.
the st:mmer and are planning given just for resident hall of- lows for extensive creativity
Alsi>, .Daniel M. Purdom, as. by both tutor and pupil. " Ou.r
a leadership conference for ficers.
· attempt is to develop sciIJ\e soclate professor .-In the Col~
this quarter.
WHAT WAS ·born during new forms of . relationships lege of Education; Harold P.
IT WILL be Oct. 19 from 9
last
year's resident hall leada.m. to 5 p.m. Anne Finqr
and services in tutoring, while .. Scheinkopf, assistant profesScott, a woman educator from ership conference when some we help prepare these youngDuke University, will be the . of the officers realized that sters for wider .and larger . sor / 0!, ~usin~ss A~:ninisn;aguest -s peaker. ~-Wdrksliops dn there ·was 11<f continuity be-, participation in the total edu~ tion; ·Ronald J. Sc,ultz, ii;istudent,'.·prot.est,. communica- tween, .f a,c!t,. y~,a;1 ),._<::onference ' cation, social, . cultural, ~nq, structor, fn. the College of Edution problerri's, parliamentary and the..•-sami "' things were later economic and political cation ; Mitchell Silverman,
procedure a n ci sensitivity being repeated.,
life of their community.''.
research .assistant - professor
The Leadership Conference
training will be held with facSteger said he needs 1,000
in October will mark WHAT's · tutors and he must depend in Institute III; John I. Sisco,
ulty members.
.
upon volunteers from all sec- · associate professor in the Colthe Freshmen Commission · first anniversary. tions of the community, espe- lege of Educati~n.
·.dally the USF community.
"We will take anyone with
Also,- Charles T. Smith, asany amount of time, whether sistant professor in the . Colone hour per week or 20 hours lege of Business Administraper · week, any day Monday · tion; Lagretta F: Tallent, resthroµgh Saturday." All talents id e n _t counselor-instructor;
are 'needed in the program,
regardless of the int\:!rests of Willis H. Truitt, assistant prothe volunteers.
fessor of Language-Literature.
There are . training · proRobert D. Tucker, associate
grams for persons volun- professor of Business; Samuel
teering for the program. "We
want our people to know what L. Weinfield, instructor, Lanthey are doing and if they are guage-Literature; Franklee G.
not sure, we will teach them," Whartenby, lecturer, College
Steger said. "There is also the of Business Administration;
added matter of built-in H. Allen Whartenby, associate
protections for the tutors. We
will provide counselors for professor of Language; Philip
both tutor a nd pupil" he S. Lockwood, assistant profes. sor, F ine Arts; J ames
added.
PRESENTLY THE pro- McCray, assistant professor,
gram is for elementary pupils College of Education; Alfonso
Dames Officers Plan Meeting
grades 2 - 6, but as soon as Montalbano, vocational inthere are sufficient numbers
. structor, Fine Arts; Edgar C.
of tutors read~, we will begin
working with junior high pu- , Nesman, ·assistant professor,
pils and in that manner will Social Science ; and Michael
continue to expand until we c; ·Nwanze, visiting •~ssistant
are serving senior high stu- professor, Social Sci~nce.
. dents, freshmen in college
The Engineering Belles; a vide a better understanding of and eventually offering speclub formed by wives of engi- the responsibilities of being cial help for adults in various
neering · students, is planning wives of students, to promote areas," Steger said.
to open the organization to a spirit of friendliness among
Persons wishing to volunthe members , to provide more teer should contact Don Stegwives of all USF students,
regardless of their majors.
social activities for the mem- er, 253-3853 or 248-2985. They
At a meeting next Wednes- bers and their husba nds a nd may also attend the next
day at 8 p.m. in the Universi- to aid the University when workshqp for new volunteers.
ty Center Room 252, tlie pres- called upon.
It will be held Saturday at 10
\
ent members will help organ- - Officers of the organization a .m. at the Tampa Heights
Students
with
a 3.5 or
ize what will be called Uni- are Carole Johnson, presi- Church, Central Avenue and
better
grade
point
for
versity Dames Chapter.
dent ; Ann Perlowski, secre- Ross Street (one block north
twelve or more hours . in
The purpose of such an or- ta ry-treasurer; and Ann e of P alm Avenue on Central
. each of at least three of
ganization would be to pro- Bower, publicity chairman.
Avenue).
the four preceding quarters are eligible for participation in Honors Convocation Oct. 27.
Letters of notification
have been sent to all sttrdents known to be eligible
for honors this year. 1h the
event of an oversight, a ll
students who believe themIn everyone there is that innate desire to are set up with the world's most fantastic
selves eligible, but have
express, to communicate.
blind date, only to find oilt it really is Zsa Zsa
not r eceived a letter of noSome of us need to write, we write on lava- · ba:by.
tification from the. presitory walls, sidewalks, trees. Now you can have
dent, should telephone the
The Oracle, The Aegean, and the South
your writing passion fulfilled.
president's office, ext. 791,
Some people are c ompelled t o express Florida Review are looking for these people. If
said Mrs. Mozelle Beverly,'
themselves through the wonders of photogra- you're · one, you are invited to publication's
the president's secretary.
phy. They take pictures of t heir mother's left reception and coffee at 2 p.m. Friday in CTR
The Convocation will be
elbow, their puppy's legs and the ground, their 255-256 to meet with staff a nd faculty members · held at 3 p.m. in the Gymgir_l friend's bear rug and now they can snap who are also interested in doodlers, scribblers,
nasium. All students who
and shutter bugs.
the ultimate.
'
are to be honored are
Paid and non-paid staff positions are availThen Jhere are · those who are constantly
urged to invite their par·
doodling, like . on the walls, your desk, your able on all three publications, including retail
ents or spouse to attend the
$10.98 Humahities book, his arms and feet. He advertising salesman on The Oracle, and copy
ceremony, said Mrs. Bevtoo can fina lly be satisfied.
editors, writers, photogra phers, artists, and
erly.
And how · about those who are constantly lay out editors on the Aegean and the South
giving you the big sales pitch. You think you Florida Review.

You can make a difference
'in the life of a young person
)y sharing a small portion of
;·your time and a large part of
• yourself once a week in a tu:torial program. No experience
:,is needed, only a concern for
people and a willingness to
,-'m ake a minimal commitment.
,.:Three projects are available.
· Volunteers In service To
America (VISTA) · volun_teers

USF Ladies
To Attend Tea

Fros·h ·. Commission·
Will Meet Today.
At· 2 In .Ballroom'

Students For . Nixon Meet Today
Students For Nixon will hold an organiza,, '
tional meeting today at 2 p.m. ·-in the Uni•
versity Cfnter room 252. Officers will be
elected and campaign strategy \\ill be · dis-

Crime Seminar ·Stressed More
Community ·Leadership ·Needed
beirig distrustful of each other many separate rivalries withBy R~Y ZOGORSKI
was blamed on the strife out in a community: the young
Staff Writer
The Attorney General of the of whicl1 our· country was and old, rich· and poor, black
and white, radicals and the
United States has said "socie- born.
These were the demand for establishment.
ty fails where crime flourishes. We present a so.rdid protection of personal lii}erTHE YOUTH are the most
picture to the world, showing ties through a Bill · of Rights law\ess citizens. Lack of ·pathem we are a sick society. and the public's prejudiced rental control, and the desire
We need new ideas to involve ideas of police. being "·brutal, for new unrestricted freedoms
ignorant, and crooked.''
people.''
unrelated to old nioral conThe high rate of crime in _texts were blamed.
A conference on the "Community Response · to Crime" the minority ghetto was
Joe F. Santoiana, i,pecial
was held here last Thursday blamed on lax enforcement, agent in charge· of the FBI in
to discuss these and other as- of ghetto located, but not Tampa spoke on the dimenpects of the growing critne ghetto controlled · crime, thus sion of crime.
adding to public distrust. It is
He cited the Crime Control
problem.
'
P,articipants . were told that here that ghetto residents see and Safe Streets Act and the
prescriptions of the past have criminal activity operating National Crime Information
proved totally ineffective in untouched and follow the Center as national reactions
dealing with current crime exa.mple. The urgeI1t need for to ·the growing concern over
problems. The need · for lead- . public respect and approval of crime, the ability of law enership coupled with individual law en f o r c e m en t was forcement agencies to cope
with it, and the demand for
obligation and community in- stressed.
· Historic .restraints on the law and order.
volvement was stressed.
THE REASONS for crime public by the police was citei;l
-were discussed. The long his- as · another reason.
It was noted that there are
tory of the p~blic and police

Santoiana said there were
many factors in crime which
vary from place to place, say:
ing that conclusions could not
easily :be drawn.
Factors included density
an~ size of population, ages,
sex, race, economic and social positions, climate, recreation and education facilities,
the police, the press, and the
attitude of the public.
ALARMING statistics show
serious crimes of rape, murder, robbery, and others in•
creased from two million offences in 1962 to over 3.8 million in,1967. This amounts to a.
crime rise three times the rise
in population.
Statistics show that ·most offenders, when released or pa.roled, are soon arrested
again, particularly the young.

Miss 'Florida
Will Visit
Linda Faye Fitts, Miss Florida, ·will visit the
Tampa area Monday to meet with girls interested
in entering the Miss Tampa Pageant. Four USF
coeds have been Miss Tampa.
She will appea,r at a Miss Tampa Pageant
entries social to be held at the Tampa Sheraton
Motor Inn at 6:30. p.m., sponsored by the Tampa
· Jaycees, sponsors of the pageant.
The Jaycees have issued an open invitation to all single girls
between the age of 17
and 28 to attend the
free event and •meet
Miss Flodda.
Slides of the Miss
Florida and Miss Americt Pageants will be
shown and information on the upcoming
Miss Tampa Pagean-t
will be given out.

Belles Become Dames Here
To Accep·t New Members.

Honor Students
Not Notified
Call 791 Soon

cussed: Further information can be obtained
from Prof. Dennis Knab, ext. 318, Political
Science D~partment.

"Leading ladies" of USF's
faculty and staff will attend- a
tea Oct. 7 at the home of
Pres. John Allen.
The president's wife is. hosting the membership tea for
USF's Women's Club in the
Allen's home, at 10911 Carolwood Dr.
All women ' staff members
and· the wives of staff members are invited to the annual
affair which will last from
2 :30 to 5 :30 p.m.

MISS TAMPA 1961
.. . Carla Couture

Miss Florida, Linda Fitts

Entries chairman
David Smith says parents are welcome to attend.

THE ORACLE, AEGEAN, REVIEW

Media Coffee Set Today

Miss Tampa 1965, Nadine Willrams

PEGGY McGRATH, l\USS TAMPA '66
• •• crowns Cheryl Johnson, '67
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USF Accounts Good, 1
Regents Declare
1

requests for the 1969-71 bien-

USF and the Board of Regents accounting officers had
kind words for one another
last week.

"The way the budget was
done this _year is the best
ever," Rodgers said.

·Freshman Discomfort
II
In Need Of Compally
I
,X,

~

I

While researching some 1of the causes of anxiety
and other forms of personal maladjustment in college
students, it was found that this letter expresses some
of the feelings of discomfort to which the good majority of incoming freshmen will soon be subjected.

edge and to reason along lines .
which will lead me to formulate sexual morals which difThe biggest improvement,
fer from yours. I could go on
he said, was the chance given
to cite politics, economics,
to the Universities to speak to
general life philosophy as rethe Chancellor before he
gards materialism, etc.
made his recommendations to DEAR PUENTS:
Let me be specific in order
the Regents - as many times
"I think ·that the best way to clarify J.llY point. Realizing
VirtuaUy everything I learn,
to describe my study problem · that you are both fairly funda- ·both from books and from ·
as needed.
to you is to say that I feel
day-to-day experience, impels
Rodgers said USF had three guilty about achieving in my mental and conservative in ..
me to formulate conclusions
conversations with Mautz be- · studies. UnbelievableJ But your ;religious thinking, sub- which differ from your own.
am
reluctant
to
consciously
I
fore he made his recommen- I'm telling you exactly how it
let my mind absorb new Nevertheless, you must allow
USF Business Manager An- dations Sept. 13 in Tampa.
feels.. · There may be · some- knowledge which compels me that my beliefs are just as.
drew C. Rodgers said earlier
thing of the same element in to form conclusions about reli- . right and true FOR ME as
in Tampa that he was highly
Today Is Yom Kippur footbaH and in other areas of gion different from those yours are FOR YOU. Truth is
-pleased with the way Regents ·
relative and not absolute; the
Margaret Fisher, dean . difficult achievement.
which you hold,
Chancellor Robert Mautz hansheer diversity of world
•.. if I thought you would
dled"University system budget of women, reminds the faculty
THIS COULD have broad ef- thought forces this conclusion
that today is Yorn Kippur, the not approve of what I was
day of atonement, second of tloing
d o i n g INTEL- fect, because I think it is safe -upon us.
The overall point is that my
the High Holy Days of the LECTUALLY, in .this case - · , to say that the large majorare molding me
experiences
Jewish faith, artd asks that I would experience guilt for ity of the scholars whose
appropriate consideration be having transgressed against writing ~e study here did not and are causing me to mold
given to those I students who you, the original source of (or do not, if they are living) : myself into an individual who
are going to be . absent from ' right and wrong for me. Un- have religious , convictions is distinctly separate from
class. '
derstand that I am speaking which resemble yours. Anoth- you. -As I see it, this is inevilargely of the workirigs of my er area is sex. My mind will table a:nd desirable ' , . . . I
mind •at a subconscious. level. be reluctant to ,absorb know!- want to emphasize 'here, however, that when I say that I
must inevifably become "an
individual distinctively separate from you," I don't mean
-~
separate from you in love and
respect, 1 the essential ties
Deadline for election appli- seven quarter hours each which bind a family together.
cations this fall is Tuesday. quarter in office, and nQt be
I CAN BOf,D ideas very difElections to be held Oct. 22 on final ac~demic Warning,
8448 .56th St:reet
ferent · from yours and still
will e l e c t representatives
STUDENTS can only run respect your ideas. I can live
from the commuter and resiTEMPLE TERRACE
CUT RATE LIQUORS
from
their ·respective areas, live in
way different from
Next To Pantry Pride
dent areas; 22 seats are open.
To qualify, you must have a. commuter and resi'Clent. .In- yours and still respect your
5326 Busch Blvd.
2.0 GPR, take a minimum of coming freshmen are eligible ideas.
for election.
Out of all th.is I have been
A ·p etition with 25 signatures l eft with a feeling of guilt at
is required; available in the being myself. I cannot go
I
Student Association office, on feeling this way, for not
CTR 219, They must be signed· only is the feeling preventing
by students the candidate will . me from getting a formal edurepresent.
cation, but it is making my
The presiqent and vice- life generaUy very unhappy. I
president along ,vith the five don't know whether you· conUniy'ersity senators will be sider me basically boy or
elected second quarter.
man, but I implore you to recThird qµarter, the legisla- ognize my rrianhood at . least
tive quota of 44 seats will be to the , extent of allowing me
•filled when 22 representatives to develop freely,"
·With love,
1
are chosen from the five colleges in the University:
J ·,
Jim
In Tallahassee, the state
Legislative auditor told the
Regents that his audit findings of USF accounts "indi-.
cated that the financial condition of the various funds was
adequate, and ... legal requirements and good business
practic:es were generally adhered to."

ERRACE·

'

Election Deadline

'

cut-rate liquors

a

We'd like to talk with you on
Wed., October 16 about
EN.GINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
at Florida Power. Corporation·...

We'll tell it like it is . .. and it's beautiful! Growth?
We rpust double :our capabi Iity in ten ,years. Advanced
technology? Our first nuclear-fueled generator
schedule,d for operation in 1972. No industry employs
more sopt;iisticated equipment and we're right up
with the best. Florida - and our company- is wh~re

, ~,·;a~~fJ, ,\~ ;.)·;~jr-:·_;t ·,,~"

.:~ . . ,,.:_-'-• '.,J1::i. .
1

Bulletin Board notices should be sent
DIRECT to: " Director, Ca mpus Publ ications, CTR 226"' (ext. 618) no later t han
noon Wednesday for publicat ion t he following Wednesday.
Send news i!em s direct to : " Editor,
The Or acle, CT R 222, " (ext . 619).

Official Notices

_/

~~~.
'
.
FLORIDA. POWER · CORPORATION

' WIT HDRAWAL: Today is t he last
day to wit hdraw and receive partial refund fo r egistration fees, Late r egistra·
t ion via ARC procedure with payment
of $25 late fee. Change in registr ation
v ia A RC p rocedure with payment of s10
change fee. DEADLIN.E for late reg is-

'

'

'

'tDIIR TAX•PArlf, INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC· COMPANY
'

'

\

t ration and change

Off.
CAMPUS
DINING
.

.

OPEN UNTIL 1:00 A.M.·

onso

of
~andwieh
Giant Hamburger
(6 Oz.) • • . • . . . • • .SO
Fried Fish Fillet • • • .45
Ham & Swiss Cheese.•SO
Roost Beef. • . • . . . .65
Kosher Corned Beef .75
Sliced Turkey .•.• . •60
Large Submarine . . .65
Italian Sausage . • • .65
Big St. John • •.••• •55
Baked -Ham • • • . . . .50
Roast .Pork • • . . . • . .65
Kosher Pastrami • • .55
Sliced Chicken • • . . .60
Tampa's Best Cuban
Mixed ...........55

w/meat sauce .. ... ..................... 50c & 75c
Bar-8-Q Chicken : • .- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.00

935-3985
935-8204
254-7461

in registration ls

noon F r iday .
·
" X" GRAD E . R EMOVAL Dead line is
F riday, Ocl. 18. The r ule does not apply to graduate students.
. APPLICATION · FOR DEGREE: Fri•
day,' Ocl. 18 is deadline to. apply for a
degree to be ea rnep at t he' end of
Quarter I.
DEADLINE f or 'clear ance for admis•
sion to · ca·ndidacy for March m aster 's
graduates i s F riday, Oct. 18.
DROPS: Friday, Oct. 25 Is last day
to drop cour ses without pena lty.
·
. CHANGE OF MAJOR : Friday, Oct.
25, is last day t o file Change of Major
form wit h ' Recor ds Office,,. ADM 180.
OFFICE CHA NGE : Placement Ser·
vices new locat ion i s ADM 277. The
new ext ension number is 2895. The of-

fice serves g radua ting st udents, a lumni,
gradute students, grad uate school information, ,a nd on-campus interview inf.or m'a tion.
Student P lacem ent, par t l ime and
.summer employment,. both on and off
campus, is tempor arily located In A DM
-,
105, ~• t. 716.

Campus Date Book

· P~ogram CoUnd r · Merribers hip Drive,
from 8 a.m., Cen ter. Lobby.
Econ o,nics Club Reception, 2 p.m,,
CT R 255-6.
,
E ngineering Tra ining Conference, 2
p.m., ENG 3.
. ·
Esperanto Class, 7:30 p.m ., CT R 203.
Gold Key El ections, 7:30 p.m., CTR
252.
TUESDAY
.
Fi lm Classics Registration, from 8
a.m., c enter Lobby.
Program Council M embership Drive,
from 8 a.m., Center Lobby.
WEDN ESDAY, OCTOBER 9.
Fi lm Classics Registration, from g
a.m ., Center Lobby.
·
Progra m Counc il Membership Drive,
f rom 8 a.m., Center Lobby.
Student Administration D i a I o g u e
Luncheon, noon, CTR 255•6,
Bridge Lessons, 2 p.m., CTR 47.
Coffee House, 7:30 p.m,, E NA .
College of Educalion Association Col·
fee, 7: 30 p.m ., K IVA.

FLORIDA

LJ

(Distributing~ Center

•

Jacksonvllie):

s a les, mktg, adv-research, production;
all f ields, Buckeye Cellulose Corp: engr,
r esearch-, dev, plant mgr; engr (CH E,
ME, EE, IE CE ) che m , b us, econ,
mgt. Boeing Atlantic Test cent er : engr, ,
·bus adm, a cct, ma th, p hysicists; eng r
(all levels a ll fields) M A In bus, adm ,
phys, accfg, mat h. Tornwall, Lang· & ·
Lee: sta ff accts; acctg.
OCTOBER 18
Newport News Shipbulding & Dry
Dock Co: resear ch, design, deve l, inspection, pr od, test; engr. (all , fields).
Vitro serv: engr ; engr. (ME, EE) .
Humbl e Oil Co: VAR IOUS [see placement office); econ, gen bus, fi n, ind
·mg t, m ktg, acct, bus ana l, stat mat h,
computer sci. Ernst & Erllst : STAF F
ACCTS: A CCTG. Burdine' s: tra inee,
mdse, opera tions, control & sa les
· mgt, mktg, econ a cctg, adver. United
prom ; mg t, m ktg, econ acctg, adver •
United Parcel: ind. engrs; ind. engr. ·

' \

What , will she wear? Bronze 'n brown plaid
pants with the ,new wide leg, 5 to 13, $12. On
top, a stand-up collar blouse· with d etachable·
ruffled jabot, white or 'beige, 5 to 13, $9. And
she's sure . to wear a leather vest - this of
tobacc~ brown cuii· sauvage, to '13, $20. Don't
follow fashion, start it in Junior Sportswear, all stores except Gandy
Blvd. Store for Homes·

Co-op Education
TODAY

Co-ops Majoring in Business Adm inistration, Post Trai ing Per iod Conference·
wit h dean, 2 p.m . (free hour), BUS 106.
Co-ops Majoring in Education and
those . on education assignments during
Quarter · IV, Post Training Per iod Conferen ce With dean, 2 p.m . (free hours},
E·DU 103.
. .
Information Session for s tudents interested in Cooperative Education Pro•
gram , 2 p,m . (fr ee hour), , ENG 3.
F RI DAY
Co-ops M a joring i n Liberal Arts, Post
Tra ining Period Conferencce with dean,
2 p.m. (free iiour), ENG 3.

I.

MONDAY
~ :

Co-ops Ma ioring in E ngineering, Post
Training P eriod c onference with dean,
2 p.m . (fr ee hour), ·ENG J. ,

T imes and places of organizations
Placement
meeting regularly are posted on the
Uni versity Center lob.by bulletin boards,
More than 150 employers a re current•
TODAY
ly seeking USF students f or Cooper aYoung Democrats, fr om 8 a.m ., Cen• - tive Education Trai ning assignment f or
Quarter 11 Training' Period starting
ter Lobby .
Entertainment Commi!ee,
10 e.m Thursday, Dec. 26. For further Informat ion v is it or phone t he Co-op Office,
Center Lobby.
.
t FC Rush Registration, 11 a:m., Cen•
E NG 37, phone 988-4131, ext. 171.
t er Lobby.
,
Placement Services
Pl Kappa Alpha- Lncheon, noon, RAN
•
The following organizat ions . will be in109 D. I FC, 2 p.m., CTR 203.
Sports Car Club, 2 p.m., CTR 215.
ter viewing on · campus. Check wlt·h
Placement, ADM 277, ext. 2895, for inTau Epsilon Phi Rush, 7 p.m., CT R
t erview locat ions, t o schedule appoint251.
Tau Kappa Epsilon Rush, 7 p.m .,
ments, or fo r further ir\fo r ma tion.
OCTOBER 7
CT R 252E .
Sigma Nu Rush, 7 p.m ., CTR 252W.
W. s. Badcock c or p: Informat ion not
Zeta Beta Tau Rush, 7 · p.m ., CT R
available at this time. Check w ith
255-6.
.
P lacement for later i nformation .
. THURSDAY
,.
OCTOB E R 9
Young Re publicans, from 8 a .m., Cen•
Roadway Express, Inc: Mgmt & sales
t rainees; all fields. Stauffer Chemical I
t e~; ,~~~I i nment · -C~mmittee/ 10 a.m.,
Co; Process engrs, research, tech
sales; chem, chem engrs.
Center Lobby.
OCTOBE R 10.
I FC Rush Regi stra!ion, 11 a.m ., CenU.S. Army Audil Agency: Auditor In•
t er Lobby • .
I FC Rush Registration, 11 a.m., Cen•
terns ; acctg.
.
OCTOB ER 11
t er Lobby.
u.s. Naval Oceanogr aphic Office: sciBIS Luncheon, 11 ;_50 a.m ., CT R 255-6.
e
ntists,
engrs
; oceanog ra phy, geophys•
Pi Kapp'a Alpha, ·noon, RA:N 109D.
ics, car tography, engr .
Christi an Science, 4:30 p.m ., CTR 213.
OCTOBER 14
campus c r usa,de tor Christ, 6:30
Florida TIie Ind : Engr s, shif t supervi•
4
\ 1pna Rush, 7 p.m,, CTR
P-~i'
sors; engr. (ie, me,) ind. mgt. Ameri251.
.
can Hospital Supply Corporat ion: Ind,
Si gma A lpha Epsilon Rush, 7 p.m.,
& tech. sa les; mgt. ·tra ining & finance
t ra ining ; all fie lds. U.S. Gen. Acctg. Of·
. 252W:
A lpha Tau omega Rush, 7 p.m., CTR
fice; a cctg; accts. Texa s Instruments,
Inc.; engrs, chemists, ind . mgt.,
25tw.
Sigma Nu, 7 p.m., CTR 255-6.
·& ind. ; eng rs, accfs, chem , mgf. Mur.
Esperanto Classes, 7:30 p.m ., CTR
phy Oil corp : sal~s t r ainees; bus. adm.
mktg, mgt. T enn. V alley Authori ty:
213.
FRIDAY
eng rs, mat hematicians, accts , chemists;
University Chapel Fellowship, 9 a.m .,
engr, acctg, math, chemistry. Internal
·
Business Machines Corp: engr s, salesCenter Lobby.
I FC Rush Regist r ation, 11 a.m ., Cen•
men, programmers, adm ; a ll fields.
OCTOBE R 15
ter Lobby.
l'i K appa Alpha, noon, RAN 109D,
Darby, D arby, Odom, and Co: staff
I FC Judiciary 2 p.m ., CTR 203.
a ccts; acctg. · Ring, Mahoney & Arner:
Circle K, 2 p.m., CTR 213.
Jr. a ccts; acctg. A naconda Wire &
Athenaeum Tea, 2 p.m.. CTR 252.
Cabl e Co: engr s; engr . (IE. CE, CHE,
student Publicat ions Recept ion, 2 M E, EE). F ood M achinery Corp:
p.m., CTR 255-6.
engrs. accts; engr, (ME, IE) bus,
Hillel ser V'!ce, 7 p.m ., CTR 213.
acctg. F. w. Woolworth co: manageM ovie: " The Liquidator s,"' 7:30 p.m.,
m ent trainees ; all fields. U.S. Dept . of
Agr iculture : a uditor; a cctg. First Na•.
BSA.
.•
Concert : " Buckinghams," 8 p,m .,
t ional Bank of Tam pa: management
GYM.
tra inees; bus ad.
Street Dance, 11 Buck a nd the ReacOCTOBE R 16
t ions," 9:30 p.m., front of University
Navy Ar ea Audit Office: intern·al aud itor ; acctg. Shell Corp : a ccts, pers,
Center .
SATURDAY
ind, mgt, economists, sa les; a cctg, fin,
Movie: 11The Liquidators," 7:30 p.m .,
mgt, econ, lib arts. Fla . Power Corp: _
engrs; engr. (EE or M E ). Traveler's
BSA.
Artist series, 8:30 p.m ., Theat re.
ins ura nce Co: underwr1ters, sales, audiDance, " Mama's Boys,~' 9 p.m .,
f or s, data proc, adm of ofc mgt ; llb
a r1s, math, acctg. Canning, Wells &
GYM.
SUN DAY
Salzer: staff accts ; acctg.
Reception for College of Education
OCTOB ER 17
Faculty, 3 p.m., CTR 255-6.
Gulf Life Ins. Co: Intervi ews and
Lambda Chi A lpha, 3 p.m., RAR 235.
test ing for the Gulf Li fe scholarship
program for J UNIORS ONLY. Fur ther
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 6:30 p.m., CTR
251.
,
infor mat ion may be obtained in the
Lambda Chi Alpa, 7 p.m ., CTR 213.
Placement Office. Pan Am Petroleym
Movie: " The Liquida tors," 7:30 p.m.,
Cor p: geolog ists, geophysicists; geology, ,
BSA.
math, physics. Procter & Gamble co. ·
MONDAY
lvoryda le Tech Center-Cinn) : engrs,
F ilm Cl assics Registration, from 8
reserac h, p lant mgr; engr (ME, CHE,
a.m ., Cenler Lobby.
EE, CE, IE ). Procter & Gamble Co.

',~;-'\.

Co-op

~::pa

Home of the "Giant" Sandwich
- Boxes ½ Fried Chicken • Tampa's Best • • • ... • • • • 1.00
Fried Jumbo Shrimp · U Can't Beat this ••• 1.00
Jaf k's Real Italian Spaghetti

. 10124 FLORIDA AVE.
10200 30th ST.
909 W. KENNEDY BLVD.

Association office CTR 219
and tell them you want to be
a Fall Frolics People.

'

_FALL FROLICS committees
are beginning to form and au
students are invited to..._y.,ork
with their ideas, (remember
that great bulletin board you
decorated back in h i g h
school), whether it is one hour
or ten.
The three committees include staging .- contracting
of the lights, special effects,
sound, working to see that the
Gym is set up; the decorations committee - working on
the backdrop, p a i n t i n g,
streaming banners (throwing
paste); the public relations
committee - working with
the alumni, interfi;aternity
ccmncil, intramurals, t h e
press, radio and TV, making
posters, mobiles.
These a re the committees
that can use student, staff and
faculty talent. The work enables you to be a part of
choosing entertainment. Also
everyone on the· committees
get a chance to meet and talk
with the entertainment.
The chairman . and- cochairman of Frolics · will attend the National Block Booking Conferen~e with all expenses paid. There they will
meet and greet and · maybe
buy the multi-thousand dollar
names in show business. ·
Can you meet the qualifica-

I ' -

~:.,.

"i

Are you smart, able to think tions ? Would you like to be a
quickly, agressive, capable part of the biggest event on
of smiling a lot, and able to campus? Go to the Student
have very little conscience
when dealing with the bureaucracy?
Are you a Sophomore or
Junior with some creativity
and a great deal of extra energy?
Then you are in great demand. Everyone on campus is
looking for you. You :have the
qualifications _to become a .
'. 'Fall Frolics People."

vest ~ressed girl on campus

Pl.ease sign interview 'st:hedu/e now posted in the
Univ~rsity Plac;ement Office~
7".i8 . :. : ,~;· .. .

You Are In Demand By
'Fall Frolics People'

i{f:f.·">· . , '.' : -:-·,

.. ..

. .....·-··· ,

ARE YOU PLANNING FOR THE-FUTURE?

REGISTER NOW!!
MORE THAN 27S FIRMS

'-:

·:~?

JERRY STERNSHIN -

Scared Youth
_WiU-- Shape

E>~CLE -

~~
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N~w POlitlcs

EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY
:·. (.

:

..
I •

-The-Voice Of The

I

■

,' (EJ?.'S ··NOTE: Jerrjr Stem~ ~•
- - stein, 4POL, has · been actNe in ca;~rus . and ·~ff-campus · politi~1 ,
Ufe for the' past few years. This• :
August he. worked at the Demo,; .
cratic Convention . where • he gath•. .:.:
ered material ·tor the following,·
story. In the UJXioming wee~ preceding the November election,
· Stemstein will be writing a series
of articles about the political
scene, with emphasis on how stu• -dents fit into (or -out of) the picture.)

■

Here we are back again.
Body Presidents as they. go -about
The Voice of~e Administra- seeking change through conscien~.tion. ··
tious research and . orderly :proceAt least,· that's what some peodures - the "proper channels."
ple say we are. But then, every
We will also follow _th!:! • plans ·
one;_~-in a _w~ile, somebody notices
and projects of the Student Associ,
that we actually SAID some~ing,
ation in their efforts to reform the
and maybe · even DID something:
system.
And we're going to try to do .
We back their efforts in the
plenty of that this year.
areas of liberalizing 'housing regu.There is always room for im- _lations; reforming the quarter sysprovement in any' institution, and
tern, ,(llld expanding the athletic
we predict this year that students
pr9graip. We will · back their efwill be more vocal,_artd more ac- · forts· to provide more and better
tive in their ef(orts to reform the
"special" weekehds with top name
·system.
entertainment and fradition-makAnd ,w e also predict a:dministra- · ing events.
.
,
tors·are going to be forcegto listen
We'll be woi:iking on a few camto · student criticism and sugges- paigns of our o\vn ~his year.
tion. They have lost the old posiThe Oracle, in the past has,been
tiEm of the..unequivocal "no/'
called, amorig other things, "conThey now must find creative soservative." We :. have never be- lutions to old prbblems and effeclieved in a "straight ballot" editotive positions of c9mpr0rpis_e on_.is~ rial policy.
sues.
_
. .
..
We · have, though, . many times
The Florida Board· of :B,egents . lil!lited ourselv~s to university' }J.as found itself in that position al- , oriented .im:i1blems. And mariy
-ready.
· :· · times . our views :,_ have been ariy. Friday the Coupcil.: of Student thing but-earth-shaking - but1 only
Body Presidents p,r~sented its probec.a use the . UnNersity has had
posed revisions of th_e Reg~nts' Opfew earth-shaking probl~ms.
erating Manualtb_tqe R;egents.
_ Problems ar:.e'. arising, · though',.
Those revisions· _"in -- therriselves
problems involving academic freeare not particular.Jy revolutionary.
dom, student righ,ts and emotional
Mainly they seek 't<i> <;Iarify student but sincere dissen.t; ·
,
rights ii:l the now fuzzy·. areas.of in
The ·solutions- fo these problems
loco parentis, double· jurisdiction will s_h ape the. University for many
•and a student's rights as gqar~i:iyears to come. 'And the solutions
teed hiin-- in th1;1 Bill of Rights of. the ,are not too far off.
_
The Oracle int~nds to .deal with
Constitution,· of.the United States.
'The -Regents Fr-iday took.an im- - these problems, editorially, on the
portant and !comrhehdable position news side or satiri~ally, 6e they-in
in accepting th~ propased revisions.-' Tampa or Berkeley.
.
_
In this way ,t hey acknowledged that
· We'd like to do ~omethirtg about
times have :·p hanged, that stut:Ierits 1these problerp.s. Afld we'd like you .
. ·
·
s)lould have ,,mor.e ~pf a voice in - to help us do iU - i
determining univer~_ity policy, ·_
- - · Sometimes ail we hear is the
This y'far The Oracle will be folVoice ofthe Administration. '
.
lowing closely other plans ~cl ,
·
c·a n'. ' do something about
projects of ,the Council of: Student
that.
··

.

. ---t),

\

Blue helmeted police wit h long
ugly night sticks slung close to
their sides anp brown khakied National Guardsmen, their Jeeps
screened with barbed wire to ·
pierce the crowds, stood prepared
to'ril.eet the invaders.
It was to be the largest televised "happening" ever staged. It
was to be called the "great fias- ·
· co."
·
It was the 1968 Democratic Na• ·
tional Convention.
At Chicago's
O'Hare Airport,
where the majority of the conventioneers · arrived,
a carnival atmosphere prevailed.
Clowns dan¢ed
while Dixieland
and rock and roll
bands blared out
their welcome.
The delegates, however, never
lost' sight of the young people who
were in every phase, both in and .
out, of the convent ion's workings.
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HOSTING YIPPIES
.

.

\

Arriving at their hotels, the delegates were warmly g reeted by yippies (Y o u t 'h - International
Party), who handed them p am- - p_hlets and shouted a gainst seating
. the regular Alapama delegation.
The stylish-old Palmer House
was-the headquarters for !the Flori- _
da delegation. It was i:ny home for
,J
'
\
the 5 days. :
It was like all hotels of this con}9~,tj_n:9.Ppf\_l:sjo~ _~pd led to 'l ...,
.
,,
.
. . .... . .
. .
Students ~nd a-dwii;iisJr~to),'~ ..at ciearl~ spell out the rote:· of stu·1; ,r '
n~eds _. sofoe :cha\riges;. 'rtiany of...which cially peaceful protests; -with only _one ru~n l:iy large erow_d s.
·
·
--Perliaps
thi$"
a:cademlc
ye;r
llViY
turn
USF won a -double:l;>ary;~l~'d_ \l}e- 1 · .dents__,hii°>i'.m iversity ;policy-..·m·akirig . out to be peacefuh and free ·of revolts directly affect 'colleg1f sfudeiits. ~-'· ' . - - issue, the suspension ~f [a ~istol1:' _P!l?feS_-r_~~buail.y: :afterhbon the Florida ~
·- · ·
· · ·an ideal year tor students to 'sfudy and
tory -.. this _.week with ··tlie'' a(!tion " .?and dfsciplinary action.
But before changes occur at the na- sor, Dr .. R~bert Gol~stem, ·exc1tmg a
q~l'egation held its first meeting . At !
taken·on two,importaofissues: . >. ;· --~·... A.l~~~t- m~re .·v aluable·'tha~ .the
- - this_time all those with the' profiet.
enjoy the broad spectrum of uriiversity tional level, many will occur on. the cam- ~arge maJor1ty of the stu~~~t bodr, - life.
· ·
puses., Administrators have become
Fr~n Felty, .2C~; -'Y8:s allowed chariges themselves was the
It would ce~tainly bf ideal not to have . credentials _r eceived the official
aware . of : the extent of student power. an_y revolts this year and, as suggested,
Perhaps.
to register. And the Flqr1da. Boa~d gents ··acceptance of them. 'The
"Florida Buttoh", a large, bright
Students no longer fear the higher
But it appears the year may be the
of ~egents accepted, almos! 1!1 their - Counc~l of Presidents found. the
this could turn out to: be a grand yea_r orange and purple flowered button
culmination of almost a decade of ·cam- ups, and · challenge administrators to after . all. However, one can feel uneas1• quite distinguishable i
entirety, 1he proposed _revisions to l:>oard- ;members amazingly respond
pus unrest -~ _peaceful protests, sit-ins change the system students now ioudly ness m the words of some professors and
_
·
. n crow s ,
the Regents'
Operatmg
·
Manual
_.
·
·
·
•
·
·
-·,
·
sive.
:
.
repudiate.
students. It's a hard treling to describe,
with your n am~ da ngl~ng fro!11 the
and demonstrations. .And the terrifying
submitted by the Florida Council
.
.
.
, _With . the national elections a few but it's in the air.
button on a purple strip of Silk.
riots and revolts that pave most recently
of Student Body Presidents.
_ , _This kmd of . action _serves _to
\¥eeks
away,
and
after
the
student
parth
marked
campUS\activism.
Miss Felty had been -arrested ·. sh?w ~tud~n,~s. cl;t they_ do ~ave ~
The whole strategy'..of student revolts
FANCY BUTTONS
Conversation with -faculty members ticipation in the Democratic Convention nar: ows down to..one. very simple _explaseveral . weeks ago on charges -of
"'.(nee m policies of the1~ -umversiTh
b tt
h
'
and students here leads one to believe i_n Chicago; it would be safe to say that nation: the students feel they are ' not. .- . . . e
u on P e ~o m en o n
poSsession _of LSD and marijuana ties, that th ey c~n _go ~ight to th.e
that an aggression-tilied year -is expect- the pre- and post-election periods will . being give,n a fair, chance. They •think ·_~- r!;!ached such a fever pl tch_t~at, by
and . selling marijuana. Vicetop. .
.1 •
witness revolts-a-plenty on college cam- verbal confrontations with college ad- \Vednesda~, one button fancier ofed.
.
pre(;ident: Wunderlich made the deWith this kmd of communicaThe fire, it is assumed, will be_ignited,. / puses across the land.
ministrators are proving ineffective.
fered me-five Daley buttons for my
The na_me of the game is "put an end
clslon .to allow Miss Felty to registio~ n_ow shown to be feasible and by controversies surrounding the upcomMass
protests
anci
riots
seem
to
many
Flori~a ~utton._ I :efused to tra de.
ter . and not to pre-judge her beeffective, there is little or no room
ing national electipn.,and the alienating fo the . Vietnam war" for , most college the most. powerful weapon with which to
This first meetmg served to orstudents.
This
is
the
number
one
topic
forf she comes, to ttial.
left for the radical student position
effects of the political ·anq social develreform
the
·systerq.
ganize
the delegation and vote on
leading to ricits and protests, followed, of
opments of the last few months: .
.
Friday the Board of Regents, in - of , using ' violence to promote
-,
UntiL·a
closer
reiationship
is
achieved
repla,cing
d elegates not able to atcourse,
by·
proQl~ms
ranging
-from
disThis autumn, college professors and
a surpri$e move, voted unan_imouschange._'
content with -th( ·soc'ial system to de- between . administrators and students, tend the convention as planned.
-administrators
will npt be .able to ignore
accept proposed changes to
, -This time, "going through chan•
, ly
A delegate caucus was called
mands •for more academic freedom; no · al)d ~ntil both parties _agree to -forget
the ramifications ofstilderit •power . .They
•their manual. These ch~nges m:ore •nels" ,really
worked.
that one_is more powerful than the other,
after. tentative plans were revealed
I
' ,
anticipate rey9lts _that_could. make this : curfews· for coeds and the perpetual na~
tional .problems of . blac\{ power, civil there will be student . revol~ ~o create that three of the major candidates
autumn a season to remember. - · · ·
. the same atmosphere of ~essunism, fear
would sp a k t O th d 1 .f
th
"Why are students protesting?" they liberties and police brutality.
td e
e e ega ion e
Our campus witnessed what could be and restlessness th_a t will disturb the _
ask.
·
nex ay •
.
·The answer is simple. This nation described ~? "small" local - and espe- tranquility of this autumn. ,
_ \Vhile many st1,1dents here spend _ with the Commuter Affairs Com.Only the fifty-nine Smathers
considerable time,criticizing ever,y~ mittee, prepared a comple.t e list of
pledged delega tes attended the
body and everything that surrounds approved off campus housing which
closed caucus . The four McCar thy
th¢q1, others use the same amount · has alrea dy oroved efficient to
delegates elected in t he saine
of time to app1·oach the · problems
many s.t udents ·looking for a place
statewide election were excluded.
in ~ constructive, effective way:
'to live off campus.
·
Alan Milledge,· Miami, ·himself
· Frank Winkles; SA Vice Presi- .
. .
.
· ,,.
.
a McCarthy delegate, protested the
dent; is one of the latter.
We praise Winkles and the Stu- .
" lockout" of these F lorida deleKnowing that many students dent Association ' for serving the
gates to no avail.
.
here. can not find accommodation student body in such an effective
Monday the par ade of candion t ~mpus, Winkles, in conjunction manner.
dates before the delegation began
::r.
' witp · the appearil.nce . of Senator
· George McGovern. Although his
r eception was wa rm, it was less
tha n enthusiast ic. His short speech
They' came on a Sunday. With st ereo and maybe a TV.
was interrupted only twice · by apparents · and . brothers a nd sisters
And some . drove in for the day
plause.
and ·.U-Haul-Its or cars filled with Monday. Didn't hav e irtuch ·trouble
The only significant developbox~s arid suitcases, . a radio, finding a parking place. i gnorant
a big rcile in providing employment opRichard Nixon may have · a new walked out in the middle of, his speech.
m
ent
_wa s that, by the end of
portunity
to
·
h
elp.
clear
welfare
-roles,
-he
yet of stickers, fees a nd fines and make-up man, °Qut any political .changes
"If they'll just listen to me we'll get
promised. - ·
·
McGovern's speech, the number of
· -peace," said Nixon, ' ''We can't afford
freshmen parking lots in the
seem only skin.deep..
The crowd at Curtis-Hixon ·was.notice- s ecur ity men in the room had dou-'
goonies.
Speaking at Curtis-Hixon Hall Friday four more_ years of a policy that has
.
broug)lt
1
no
peace
to
America."
ably
lacking any substantial number of bled. Tl)ey: cam e , new to USF. And - night, Nixon-promised a new .foreign polThe
audience
was
less
polite
than
young
adults,
20
through
45.
There
was
icy to enqAhe Vietnam· war and prevent
for one week tp.ey were barra_ged
. MADDOX WELL GUARDED
Vol~Ii- - Oct. 2, 1968
No. -9
Nixon. They booed _the demonstrators the old " how great -Eisenhower was".
with ' information S!;!Ssions , tests, ,similar conflicts, a get-tough policy on
Georgia's Governor Lest er
then roared "we want Nixon."
generation, and the young Conservatives.
i,fop AILAMERICAN 1967, '1968 .
advising · and more information crime, a responsible fiscal policy for the
Maddox
appeared riext and what
federal government and "more people on
A large gr'oup of Cuban Nixon· supAnd no Negrpes. _
ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967
sessions .
·
h
e
lacked
in poise a nd phonetics he
payrolls instead of welfare rolls."
Pilllllah.cl every Wtdnead1y In th~ achool y11r
porters demanded Nixon's attention dur- •One could not help but wonder how,
Some of it helped. Some of it
by th~-.·unlvtrslty of South Florida 4202_ Fowlar Ava.,
made
up
-- for in personal bodying
his
speech.
They
wanted
to.
know
without
the
support
of
the
more
than
20Ta_mpa, Fla., 33620, second · clan po1l19a paid 11
But, like the successful politician he· helped again. (There was a lot of
Tam111, Fla., 33'°1, under Act of·Milr. 3, 187f. PrlnlMaddox
had three times-·
g
uards.
what
he
was
going
to
do
about
Cuba.
,
million
Negro
Americans,
how
Nixon
is, Nixon did not elaborate on how he
ed ·~ Tfte Tlmu Publlahint COmP'ny, St, PettrsrE!petition,
so
we
heard.)
Some
of
it
a~
many
as
McQovern.
·
He dee.lined_to. directly answer th~if · could salve :the wo'unds of civil disorder
bura, ·.:: ·
planned to a~hieve his stat~d goals.
i-1
didn't help a nd some of it actµa lly
One-third of his speech was decries,
but
only
reiterated
his
stand
on
and
racial
conflict:
Circulation Rates
The nigbt belonged -to _Nixon ]i'riday~
scared the hell out 'of them. ·· ·
1
And • wonder -how really naive the . voted to the need for better high~
He
is the hard worker, loyal to the politi~ finding an "honorable end" to the Viet'Sln1lt'". CoPY (non•studenlll . .. . __ .. ____ ______ 10c
Ohmygod, will I ever make it
throughout the United States.
. proposal to make other countries help
nam coaj'lict.
Mall •~bscrlptlons ----· --· · -·---------- - S4 Schoel yr.
cal
system
which
has
now
rewarded
him
T~•· Ortcla Is written and adltacl by stvlenta at
through r egistration, ·they said.
-.
After
an hour delay, Vice Presitlil=!
Eisenhower
administra__
prevent
Communism
is
at
a
time
when
During
with its highest partisan honor and which
tht Unlverslly of South' Florida. Edllorlti vltWI
And there were some who 'cha nged
herein__ art not nec1111ry _those. of tilt- UsF· 1dmlntion, Nixon said, "We ended one war and most nations of the world are scorning
dent
Hubert
H. Humphrey arrived
1
with
the
biggest
promises
to
award
him
lstr1tlo_nr
·
the numbers 0n their manila envekept the nation out of another war for
our efforts in Vietnam.
Ofllcts: Unive rsity Center 222, phone 918-41311
to · the most enthusiatic welcome
political plum of all.
·
Publisher and General Manager, ext. 6111 News, ext
lopes, hoping to get into r egistra· wonder
' · if private enterprise will
And
eight years ."
given any candidate. The delegates
6191 •~Clvtrtlslng, t kt. 620. Deadlines: general new,
It was a big niglit for Florida Repuband ldt, Wtdn~sday, for IOll~wlng' Wedntsday; letters
tion earlier.
Nixon
promised
peace
and
stability
for
really
make
any
effort
at
all
to
hire
and
liked
him~
to ·tdllQI', 5 p.m., Thursday; CIHSifltd, 2 p,m., Frilicans. Nixon had kind words and handThey a lready knew enough
day. ;,.
train at their own expense the hard-core
what he called "''forgotten America11s,
-After Senator Smathers reshakes
for
all.
A
few
years
ago
,
t
he
~loEditor;'.·,- -- -- -------· -----------· ---- Mario Garcia
about the system to ask, "Why
non-shouters, non-law breakers and non- unemployables.
Man■gln~ Editor ----·------------- Connie Halgley
leased his delegates to vote, for
gan was, "let's have a -two-party system
Editorial, Chltf . ______________ , __ , __- Lislle Taylor
didn't we get r egistration appointTwo. beautiful, gigantic posters in
demonstrators wh:o pay their taxes'' and
in
Florida:"
Friday
Gov.
Kirk
and
others
Hum
phrey the excitement was
Maka-up l!dllor
.. · · ·---· ------- Polly weaver
stand :behind their· country.
Curtis-Hixon admonished, "This -time
Asslst~n! M1kt Up Editor -------~-Oscar Roa
ments , too?" That's a . good
for
"more
Republicans"
in
the
asked
gone
from the delegat ion and theNews ldltor . ·· ·· ·····-------------- Phll Runnels
He said he would develop a policy in vote as if your whole world -depended on - only surpr ise cam e when Laurel
idea. By ascending student nwnber
state legislature in order to defeat the
Feature· ·Editor · ---------- ------~ ------ Maraia Slak
Sport, '_Editor
---------- -----------·· _ Jeff Smith
which "other nations will carry their fair
it."
· ·
seem s the fair way, so early appliDemocrats,
Finl Artsl Editor ------------------ Maxine Kamin
Dagnon, a dele gate from · USF,
Advertls ng Manager -----~------ ... __ Pat Hill
Somehow"
in
the
defense
of
the
world
from
I
don't
think
it
does. But
share"
cants
would
be
first.
There were . two groups at Curtis'
Genaral:· Manaaer -------- -· -- Prof. Walter Grlscll
I'm almost, relieved that I'm not old voted with the four McCarthy dele•
Communism. PubUsller_, ;: ;,: ·_---· ----·· · -Dr. Arthur M. S1ndtl'IOft
B ut please, maybe for next year Hixon Friday that challenged Nixon. A
gates on nomination n ightenou2h to vdt~ in this election.
And "private . enterpirse" would play
w oup of black-draped peace -marchers
- only three days?
l&--m\!i½'&l!!/l!>lWfA&W'Efifa7mi%@~ ~ i : I BB
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Hot Autumn Ahead
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Nixon: No ·Surprises
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.-- .EDITOl
t":..
.

As /Say, ....
..

..
.
·.I thought .,your reader's, might be ·inter.- ested .,in +bis series of piC:t'u ris. . "':'"
.
. 'Howeveri I feel the ·caption '·n;,ight have
· been better if it had read( 'Do as. I s·ay, Not as
I qo.' ·
' .,·
. D, 7-_RA.N_K,W IN.~LES
..
· , . ~A V~:e-President
.

.

\

_.':, :: ·Xed~ .~ote: .f resident _, Allen ' was·r·oite

of:
· 52,626 . spectat~.rs who .crowded 'tlie Tampci .
Sl'.(idiu~ to watch th~ Floirda-Air Force foot• ·,
_bafl.'gain~ Sept.·~l r>

Vestea.·;r.,ight-weight.
V~ry fit and proper.

'Oracle ·'

Handsomely-adaptabJe·- this Deansgate
,
vested suit. Yciu can wear it in
·"-....,._
, Spring and fall with vest; sans
•
'·· vest on;hot summer days. Tailored '
I' in De.ansgate's own soft shou.lder
construction. ·F abrics: zephyr-· .
we)gl;it wools 01· polyester-and- .· .
\ · wool ) lends.

EDITOR:
any give~ dollar, '~his :w'iri .Caus~ the adai!'outside,pressilre, it is a monopoly and
.As an outsider; · rel~tively little in- .
:' Dr. Sanderson provioed an instructive
y_e rtjsing r~yenue to '.drop. Therefore, the . s,ci it can .only be .tolerated if it performs
! valved with T.he Oi.~~le, I can pro~ide no \.' . .
1
analogy (Oracle, Sept. 25) between j he
competitive ., press, to · survive, niust
a public service eff~ctively.
. .
e:vfdence ~ ·refute . ·or. S~d~on's. '
collegiate . newspapero and the profos- .
~erve the public, fo
it, is addressed.
. . .
. '
;,
,
;
.
. . .
.
1
sioftal press: however, .I do not . think ;: ·· A.. subsidized ,. university ' press has
responsibilities are. inherent
contention that he has exereised no pas- 1
\
• Certain
that it .was examined to the depth _which · somewhat different logical . responsibili-· .. in a medium which basically renders a
sive censorship, no furthering of his own
\
it ciesetves. One aspect of · the analogy ·
as· result of its,.subsidized nature. ' , public service: 1) the responsibility to . o~inioh or anyone in,,t_he administration.'
which he '-does not treatis the difference
l f' we eica~ne. the .hltome of. The Oracle ., - provide ~nbiased news coverage 2) the · or the faculty.
··
· · ·
-~etweep . a J ;ill:lsidized collegiate press .· and
With
. ~espons1.b,\•
'
. .
I cou.l d ~tate -that ·he··. wo·uld probab·Iy
Trilli',co1;1trast_'·.t his
h •' ld'
~· that
d th oft -the
f" Tampa
t To',._
111ty, to faster. and seek .out
disand a- competitive
.'' o
.,e•
• ting noints of view
·· I .
,
l
' professional press.
· ,.une' we•·s
. . . I ou . ,m • · a ·• 1rs
·,
'
sen
consider . himself responsible
' for main-.
·,. 1:1,er
,·_e.,. I_. .b,.~lie_
v,._e ,..j__ th_.e a_naI_ogy is most .. · port
racle
-·is
_inde~n,dent
inf ·ts
term~
of ,!\UP:.
' .·,. .
.•
..
•
•
fro
·
th
·
·t
·
d
d
'
·
·
taining
a
standarji
c;if
taste
in
The O,racle,
•.
. .rea.
of the ef- ·. · .. ·. m "bl. e, ~aJon
Y dO . 1th
ers.
an
·. .: BUT THE Oracle
may. not abdicate
d that any .one's standards, of taste
mcom_
mlete_and ·an.· exammation
t
·
th
b
t
b
'diz
·
an
,.
'
., '.:·
f~t:, p~ .co'inp,etition on '1the ,prof~ssipnal · '.s responsi e O e O y . a Sl} SI I e!) .. ( . its responi;ibilities.., as ~ newspaper" when, · have a, way of reflecting his own particupress will .reveal- the fallacy irlherent in
it. . . · .
' '\ · · ' .. ..
, · it•:takes on a public service . role. These - lar views. I would invite Dr. Sanderson's
comparing The Gracie: to (for ~xa~ple)
THIS .' THESIS '. bears ·exapiination· · ate.admµ-ably state.d .in the Cl'E!QO of the
or anyone else's thoughts on what I have
' .: .
s.orhewhat more closely· If. we examine .; Chil:ago Tribune, which . paraphrased
presented. ' · -,
·
·
·
The Tampa Tribune. ' ' · . - ·
'A fundamental ' diffe~en~~ between .
first the incoipe ·_from advertising !)f' the . reads : to lead public opnion an_d to, pro- .
Patric M~Cartney ·.. ' i J I ',
.compl'!titii.re nevi's paper .and ·a collegiate ,· , two _newspapterr ohf Sept. 25? wT.eh.find thaf·t . ' _vide that check on governme)lt ·which nci
, •. ,
, ! zoo
, ,·.
30· 7 per cen or·.1 e space m e Or!3;,c. e , , system of checks and· balances ·has .ever . ---------+-.;._-.,-----.;,-------'---newspaper fi:es in the means by which
the two· presses •meet their operating · of that . ?ate is revenue pr~ducing (1562 . · been able to provide. ·
·
·
.
\
.
. . . ..
., .
. It is in these areas that I ~elieve, Dr.
budgets. The ¢!Jmpetitive press- has two · · _~olumr. mches of' a t~tal- of.6571 ,column•-,
b'asic i59!1rces•~f/mcoip,e : advertising. and • .., mch~)- . ,
'.
~ ..
. _ . , . ·. Sanderson is most v:igue aµp._incomplete.
. / .. '. .·
sales.'
., ·,
· ·
•..
• · . Wnen we consider, tnat The -Oracle 1s . I \'feel he -does not balance the responsi- . . . . , · :,
. .
.
1 .
the Sole llleanf ~f reaching the ,tJ~ivers_i- · bility to put out .an unbiil,sed news ·cover. IN THE L~NG •run, these .roaintain 1 · ty as ~ -:VJ!~le, ,1t would ,s eem thaMh1s . .age iwith th·e r esponsibility to lead public
the newspaper 's integrity' because if 'the , r~venue'- 1s__not only much le~s propor- · opJnioli. And, in his zealous purstial of the
newspaper becomes 'a n organ of any . . t1onately !han.,that of ,The Tribune, but . . unbia~d news story, I feel he has· abdiIf yoq ~nd your b~;s are m\ltuai irri; ·.)
party· or clique then the sales will drop
a~o less l1a~le to ~ los~; no ~atter what · cated the resp~nsihtllty "f ~ newspaper
.tm1ts,,in· America yot1're free to filld•a· : .
.proportionat~ly t'o tpe amount. of , poor
the cpntent _of Tlie_Ora~le..
_ _.
_. to · inform,its · re_adersl\. to interpret tµe
. · morn congenial 9ne. We have· tlicu:.
~1;con?-1y, ._th~re is no freedom. for the
n~ws and make·it meaningful, .
_ . ..
journali~m this produces.
·
~ancls of.non-government employers. : An_d, as th~. alivertiser.-is int~s~d in
reaC,mg,_ puQllc to exert _pre~sure on The
._ But I .feel the· worst ·ia{ut of The ·ora,
But when
irdu_;tzy natio~aliz~,' ·'
the,number·of ~eople he can re'ach ·with · Oracle. :Ergo: The Oracle 1s free from
. 1 . ·t · ·r il . t' · di · · , . t '· ,. · lf
there•~ jtist o~_eqiployer.~ ·
·
-,~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;~;:;:;:;:;:;::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::;:::
· ~•:::~~,:· ·::;
. ,
. .,
. .. -. c e . IS 1.s a ure_ . 1o sassoc1a. e ase
·: ,··. ,. .
·from ·the: very. government upon which it
'. ' Jrievitably, Big
~signs you to a .
.
•
.
•
•
;
'. .
·• :.• ' ·
1 :
• sq~u1a · be a _constant f heck; 'F4is Is. th~ ·
. _job, a location, (lVen tp housing. And if- .'-'.: ..
I
. you donJ like,it;there's ~o p/aie to go., :, ;' · .,
crux .of t)le w,ha!eii~ue. One ~ i&"ht _argtie .
l
here that ,as long ·as·'the:administration,
.Governme11t tegulatibii of industry ~ , . .
1
-·
'
,
·,., I ~ . Student Associlition, ·etc-:; formally avoid . ·_·.
"one _th!ng; ,Governmc11t' qper~tioll ·of. .·" "
, THA·T'S WHA/r THIS AD IS WORTH WiTH -A $15 ·
censorship ther ~ . is co~tradiction
be
'
I 'inclustryis another..Another .step qlosei' - .
. ,•
resolved.
.
. :'. · · ·• ·
·. ."tq. Big Brother,; .Already ~ of U.S~ . . 1
· electi:ic poweris produ~edbyFecier.i.,.
~fJRCHASE' AT TH,E_
But I would· mairitain ,that one .has to
: i2:ed· ~yst~_ms.;som~
tci' replace ot ..
, .. ,
, •
:
j•
• make a 'distinction :betw.een. active and
.duplicate;· the .facilities , of mvestor•
.passive cens.orhip ...i the actual'.jnterfer··owned utilitytompariies with Federal•
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ment·of Federali~-efi:~c power is
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·:;LoRIDA_PoWER & LIGJiT c·oMP1.NY ~:~iJtFtPow°ER·c~MfiA~Y- ·
qens cir~h,i,i> fn·thei past .!'fl.ORIDA POWER 'coR·PoRATION ;,TAMPA.ELECTRIC COM~N'f:

tuality of
-that, censorship. which occurs nati.ri,,ally .
.:~use .o f ·i Jie j'pherent :nanµ'~
or- -. . . :: . . .
t . .
: , : , . f . ,, · • · ,
.
gilµization',
~ " ' . " " ' - - - - ~ • - - - - - - - - - - -....- . - - -
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of an'

· J0202 _No~th_~th St. Ph~ 932~4474 ·

;'Ffid~Y,, Octo~r~l.~? ·

•o. ·, jt •,. _r y ·· · ._·:
explQre
,r~~~ ·_,__pu_r
·.: --.-~.ngin'.e:~r:i11g:·.c.at~~r \. ::\i::·:: ·..
•

:

an ·:' '.\:- ·:. · ,

~·1

l

·•ho,nv~ca!~.on

l ·,

. . ,··r

·. - .on :earth~s : :. ·.-:' . /?ttf·'.( ·Reg;alia Now·
.Jast fronti~[,\· •,.,., _.-;/'.,i.:r.
..,··':;,;:,/.;;:'.,.
1·

'\Aciademic r ~gali~ for t~e , .
·;1-fonors
Convocation, Oct. Zi, .
1
~
-..•
b'e order.e d· prior to Mon· ·.
• •
.. ,, '
. day;.~'O~ders -pla~ed lafte,r tha~. ' : .
. .. ( ,/>
·<Jate·.i WIU l;>e subJeet to a_. late · ·
: _!. ,
. ,
'; : cnqr t ~,of $1.50. ·..• · . . .. ·•. ~::.\
' ( {::, ; f p'r ders ,11.re·. placed in ·the ·
-r' 1
·k ·. h N ' ... N. o'.· c• · ' ea··· :i ·, c· . · · · ,Boo~tore. Rental fees are: · $\l , a wit ewport ews .. n- ampus reer·. o,n~,. ;,, ·B~ehelor•~ cap; . gown_ and
,s1,1(ta.nt.· .about engineering
i:;_penings
at world
} s_ ., : ·· . : ·h_ood •f·$9•20. ; Master's
,
.
,
. ._
cap, 1·
'..
' largest 'shipbuild,ing eomp_any_;;_where_your fQt~(e.:' ·,. . : _., gowh' 1 and hood, $10.so·; and
..
· , ·is as big ·a~ ,today's brand::ri~,v .oc;~an/ . \ ·. · ·· . •D(_)ctor's cap, ·gown and· hoed, ; ~ .

W.i

Our backlog ,of orders ~unning for yea~s
m eijns : : ~ ,
competitive starti'ng salaries, career securitt,_with youl" • •. :, .·: ,: '--~--....:..;__
waf .up wide · o'pen. It . also means scope: for all'.your, ':, . n '• , ,
abllitfes'. We're . involyeil .with· nuclear ship propulsi9n.:
Qr~fQ .
and .. refueling,' nuclear aircraft carrier ·a n_d submarin~\.j)>.. ,. ·., · .. , . \ -,
.
b~ifding, e\/e'a aµtomatioil. l We'r~ _a rn~jor bui.!der ,of,' • ..;•
giant water· ·power and hei!lvy ,mdustnal .equ1.Pi:nl!_pf, .. ,.;:., 1 . :, ,.· ,,. .
.
·
.
•
,
We' re starting to apply our nauti.cal nuclear know;hl?V{ . \·i ·· _•.{,, ', ·
,
·
to the !ast exp.anding field of. nuclear electrica1,..µ,~v,er .. ' ' '
generation ,on land.
.
, . . , ·1
·· ,
...
·
·
·.
Interested in an advanced degree ·or researct,? 'We're ·
, ·Th~ -Dev¢lopmental · .Center
next door to· .Virginia .Associated. Research Center rwith
is : again ;;,of(ering · pr~•,Illarital
on_e' 'of 'the ~ orld~s largest synchrocyclotrons, "offeririg
. COWJseling :-to '·students who
adyanced study in high energy physics. we~rEl close to .
are engaged , or co~idering ·
Old Dominion .College and University of-Virginia Exti=n• · '
sion Division, where you can get credits ·for a master's ,
: Inarriage: TJiis ~ervice has
degree, ,oi- ,take'. courses ' in · Microwav,e Theory; j Solie! (:.
b·~n ..fquii!i effective riot Ol)!y
State Electronics, Nuclear Engineering and other' ad~ ··
f0
th
I
, vanced subjects". Ask about scholarships, tuition grants,
. ~
ose . coup,es · having
and 's pecial ,(eaves to implement these study· and re•
(ioubts ai; to chqice of_Piirtner
search ·opportunities.
· 9r . readin~,for m~rriage, but
Ask; too,:about the pleasant living and·lower Jiving costs. , ·
also· for those who have found
.areas · where conflicts now
here in the heart of Virginia's historic seaside vacation
land, with superb beaches, golf, fis~ing, boating, huntrng,, .
· exis~; · .:
.
:
.
' .Many couples
sensitive .
anci '\ nsighfui' enough to be
,abl~ :to predict, trouble spots,
IMMEDIATI:: ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS .
by,,their present interacticm.
Naval Architects . ·
Mechanical Engineer~
In '~ •sense pre-marital counNuclear Engineers
Electrical Engine.erl, -'
se},ing is . geared .toward the
Marine Engineers
Civil Engineers
, . ,,
. Metallurgical- Engineers
lndustrial Engineers
pr'e.vention of • marriage counSystems Analysts
. ..se~ng. '
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FOi :BOYS AND GIRLS
FOR OCTOBER 1968 .
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.Our dass for 5-year-olds. offers a concenf;tated r~ading
readines!i and numbers concept program and an in} trodud:ioll' tc> the language arts to develop the intellect;, ; . . · ·
•'
,
. - · :
1

t __.· •·

I
'

.

--t::.-:..··,: ·;:'- .

, 2) Freflc~, :· '\: ~.. . . . -'.~·
- . 3' Formal -~.ance: ~essons:con'sistjng of ba:U~t, ta:e and
ac robatic , , .·" .
: ,., . ", 1 ' f
.
. I

! .

'

Because w~ sp~cia,lize fa individual instruction whicli ~ .
. insures the development, of the wholt:;,child;in' ev:ery
. ·: facet ofhis ~rowtli, our enrollment will be] im1ted!

'

I

) ) s1den~~! ~: ·
.1 .
;/~·
-· ''
. , ,
·:'.5) Rhyt}1m -Ba,nd - Basic introduction to mus:fo through the ·
.... use of tonal octa"'.e'S,' singing; scales·; ,ineter,a nd directing!
. 6)· Sociai'Eµque·t tef" .
.
'
7) Crafts!
. 8) · Painting. .
,·· .9) . ]fielµ·Trips.

.. io) Physica:i -Edu¢atimL
0

'
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SHIPBUILDING AND DRY cocK'coMPANY,
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OPENINGS
: AVAILA-BLE
, . l.
· -· . IN THE ·

..

.

6,7, 8 year,/ofd c:lasses

are

He'll be at the Placement Office·to answer questions,
discuss qualifications, take applications for fast action.

,.

.l) An approi ~h.- to pponetics.and ni.p aern math! . ,·

.

Here Quqrter 1

_$ee our representative
John J. Gaughan.
Fri~ay,
October
·
/
. 18'
.

.

·'

· . This service, along with the
either counseling services is
. offered . at the Developmental
Center now loc~ted in the Social Science building.

·•
•
•
.•
•

·BALLET
TAP "·· f.:
ACROBATIC .•
CHARA,CTER
MODERN JA7:j.

If

'

CALL FOR .
TRANSPORTATION .
AVAILABLE!

APPOINTMENT! .
Enrollmen t now being accep t-e<l for FaU, 1968.

14806 LAKE MAGDALENE CIRCLE

~-

.FRENCH TERMINOLOGYTAUGHT
IN ALL CLASSES.
·GRADED SYSTEM
CLASSES fORMING
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BrClhnJClliS):. ,(:har~

'NationCll ,'ch·am~~
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"'

US.F's' ·sear ·.

A ~lose battie-:is expected this Sauµ:day at-2 p,m.

. . when the Brahmans meet
the St. touts-i3iilikEins. at
all
Musial Field iri.·St. Louis
and South FlorJda . goalie
Jerry ' Seifert
become the game's'most importaJit player. :,. .St. ·Louis, detendirig
NCAA.champ, will 'probably be a slight favorite
going.into this.crucial contest si~e the Bills have
Pe_te Tumminia, who missed
played three tbugh games considerable; time in the canto only one for.:USF·: ·The test at St. Louis in. 1967. after
teams split 1-0 ''wins in · _o';e_in_g_e___je~c~te.c,,d_, _is_r_·e~a,~dy_· _fo_r~th· e_ _ _ _ _ _ _;___ _ _~
1967.
_· . _., •

. "Hf~· th~ c1osest thing we've got to Bear ~ry-

- · ant," an · eager · coed· t6ld ·me at the,. socc_e r· game
..here lasl Friday._
, ,:
_ · _
·
,, ·:
· .. "Can h~'Walkon water?" I asked, jokingly;
.
_ .- · ''Not ,quitJ,'1· she .replied, "b_ut neither can ·The·
': Bear and both never lose. Well, hardly ever/'
: . Hardly ·~ver is right. COc:!,Ch' Dan ·Holcomb has
led the sod:er Brahman~ to two straight state colle' giate·_championships while racking-yp a 20-2il ledg' er.- Both losses came last year to St: 1Louis (1-0) and
Fldrida (2-1). The"i}ators tiedUSF inJ966. .
BUT IT HASN'T been all glory for the FSU grad~
,uafo. When he came to South Florida, there was no
intercollegiate team. No J~rry Seiferts or Phil Vitales. were. waiting for him to start a soccer. teai;n
that would.·be i::ompared 'to NCAA powers ,.S__t.. Lmys
and Michigan -state. It was.a long, tough fight to tlie
top but he made it. •
. ~
Holcomb started with ~' small soccer club and
1
I early crowds rarely ranged over 40 spectators:-He __ _
convinced Unjversity 'officials that soccer. wouid beI
'
corhe a solid sport here and was allowed to-start an
intercollegiate team in 1965. That team, wit11 only
,twp·, standout performers,·-went on to .a 6-4 r;ecord,
"J.obn Horvath (13) catci~es boot from
mostly ·qecause,of the first-year coach.
·
Tom Bokern of St. ·Louis while Henry
Then 'Holcomb went on a rugged recruiting· proCaldas looks on. · Horvath I and Brahgrarri•in St. Louis and £ame back with seven of the , _ mans won game at USF i~st year 1-0
;best·booters in the collegiate circles today. . : -. . ,
'_'The S~ven 'frqm Heaven," a~ the.y were:.'called ' · by ~tudents · wh9 -1epthusiastically_. cheered ~ei;n ·a t
\ · _::-home, helped USF romp to a ._10-0-Linark and tbe

could.

_ If Sa_turday's game isl any-· thing like 'th!! two last year, it
·could. sway..on the play of Seifert and Bill goalies Bill. Don•
ley and Larry •Warren, · Seifert 's play, 'Yas '.t h~ turnPhoto by Randy Jones-·
ing point.in USF's 'victory last
-season when he stopped several Bili -scoring drives .with
,)
outstanding saves. He-° looked·
but expect tough battle with Bills in
St. Louis Saturday. Horvath·reinjured sharp in the two contests last '
weekend with 18 saves.
right knee and had fluid d,rained re- .·:, \ I Coach :nan Holcomb"indicatcently but may start _gaine. __ ··
~d •h e _.jvould} porba;bly start
:'.. about ·uie :s anie' line up that
opened the. · season against
·Florida .'. Presbyterian;!..' with
,,: John .·-Hbhrath breaking- into
the roster-. if ·,his injureir :right
knee is ready.
· ,

, Ouch! -

\

r, t . .

I

.., ·-··

/

(§~e SMITH; Page 1)

•

--.

.• Canes Stun USF _.,
·In ,-Overtime Tie

..

(

/

. .-

FREE
•·u'BRICA.;·T·ION
Ii ·

,MAR• JO ·. ,'-,, ':t.).:
'~/,;_
BjJEFF:SMITH
. ,.
-~ 'f.!' :,.Sports Wr~ter '
;W:it~·~" c~~nge and ' ,ATLANTIC .· _,,.:·:·'it . tJIAMi,..:. ., So~th- Florida's

mans must find the right man players. He finished the
"key" a g a i n s t\ perennial -game with 28 saves. ,
i'
power St Louis thi~ Saturday . ' MORA SCORED what
· i• ,· --;··
~111• h ' u·· , ~-. :s·,,· }l
clr~~s-o{ a~third consecutive
·Ja~l,{ Belfor_d;-· sophomore, peared to be-the winning gbal
Oji. Fil:ter for all Cars. - 19 t p , lie:,. t-.-,.' s t . I',·
halfback, 'Op~ned: .sco:i:ing in'-' in tlie' t hird",,-petfod 'but olfi.. ~' ~ · • ·· · : · .:: · ,._ ~ '30th &' Fletche:r
a?;{~ s~~c~\ "th~~t~~n;~t the game Saturd~Y,; He:took a·: cials call~ it . back- when'.'. a
1
, ~ ·· _. ,: ,
toQk tJ.· s·eVE!r~· jolt:here Satur-· swin.g pass_·!rem.' I?_ari. q~ffner; ··· I\li~in~ :· forward was .spotted
· ~ .
- -- -~ -'-'----~---'----.__-.,....._ _.__,,,_,_,_._
.,:....;
.. ; !.'daJ wlien the Miami /Hurri: and gave tlie Brahina~rs a·· l-0r offside.--· ,
•.
;;
. '•1 CiiJl~S stunned ,'the- Brahmans- lead _a(ter 14 =52 i,~;·the second :·,:JJSF,· i .:0-1; began"ifs foJth
· :,.: ) -jl:iii·dou~l~ overtime. .
quarte~;
· . .. ' __ '. _')nt~~co!l~g_iate: cainpa,lpi F~f
, - ·, USF· _had opened its season ..,. But the Hum_c anes . drove.· _day · ' anq_ · senior -,. :c aptain
-'. 1her·:dll-f be.fore, dumpi,ng the down_ :barely two· :_minutes :·.>·Brfari. .- -Hplt - . itppropriatity
\F,'Iii'ffida -_1I;'rdsbyterian - To-itons ' later and tied the c:oun~ ,when scored first, after•i just two
. ·.5f1.-~fl:i'_8F'iri c_o'nyirichjg ,style. forward . Henry- :4o~a fired, a;, >minutesiirfthe o~S' periQ!I.
- •Rain·· tiotl};<_;d ays 'marie1:l"pl9-y' .shot past · J erry SeifE!rt, -Andi!' ; A T.ritoit_:"'defel;ISe, misfake
thfr~i!~(~ds, .: :.: :: ,'. _t,' th_at's_ tlte ·~ay_-,it:!"staY,ei:l' forJ-·-..:ha'iJd~ t1i ·.,_B ~~a
'fi,,fr~afe. 'Ee~s,\'.•'M'la,m'1,;f apqt~er 59 m]Jl
',
.
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·
<

\

)

iP:

·1,:

.. i

_~T ~UIS ?as an ·uni,isuallyi
_ sohd team w.ith a few, weak. neSSl!s', it, any. 1\Ve.Jye:,Ietfer- men are back and the roster
•is spotted with several out- standing freshmen and ' sopho. more. . stars,· -including Joe
Le~er, who was .on scholarship to USF .last year-- but
turried ciown .. the _award. qefore
. .
classes start®•-' .
_ South Florida's tie at Miami
Saturday· bljghf !ndtcate~what
-is in stor~ for l)'SF the ;i:~st _of
. tltis ·se?son; Evrry state}eam

e~a . _ .

_

,

t.-.. IJ'l\vd-'.J 1!eeii . :'a. ~
_. ,, , . iami' eve'ii' Wit:1$ se .
· ~berth an(1 no'.w the ;Br.iili,:· . ·.Jjlocks of hard' shots by' Brah~: -- . ·' ~ :-. - : : -.: ' • - ,, :., · -

·:·:'':} / ·_ !: ·, , .
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-STOCK CAR RACES
:r

..

.·

.

,

-, EVERY JRIDAY AND
- SATURDAY AT 8:30 P.M .
..

. ..__

.

.

.

.

-ADMiSSION.

ADULTS: $2.00

St~de'1tS -&.Servicemen: -~1.50
C.hildren 6-12 Yrs.:·soc ).
-

- _!

lljg problem.
:
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Cciml)Use:R'..OSts Best

;

\GO,LDEN-- GATE
•- ~ SPE-EDWAY

I·:

z.e

;~~\ir.~~-.Iook,in~,.,. ., ,, ?·. boa1i-PaJ'i.

on the Brahman schedule Bills this time a~d could be in
wouldlike- to· knock off the de- the best shape of his career at
fending state cllamps and USF.
.
claim 1:he title USF -has pro' TUMMINIA PLAYED
tected for two years.
six periods at Miami a,nd was
. Holcomb fi~es th~ next _ sharp the entire time. Few
_five .games could be tough _ playrrs on either team were
ones ..for his Brahmans. After operating as well as the Brahst. Louis,'the team faces Flor- man junior lat' the ·-closing
whistle.
ida Southern, two Quincy opponents and Florida . which
. has tied ancf beaten USF the·1ast two seasons.
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G~ffney
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. : /tJcfea.tional_ sports "facil? i•:@t_po_gJsi ndi:>olarge" . _ _
Santos
.< . .:'.· 't . O • O
. ·ties · at USF are -among the : Persons· intending to ,use el~
·Total
- · ...,_ ·---:--~:·:.~:ll!~ · 2 7 s
~
. .
~ ·
.
: , ,, '.
·
,
. Plorlda Presbyterian , , . 001 Q-'1
· ,best _In the -South and: add1- · .ther pool··should check/ pool 'South ,Plorlda
' . , ;.'· 212_ ~ 5
-iions ·are being · made each . :regulations before swjmming · Fou1s;-..south Florr~a. J~: Florida ·1>.r_es- .
1
year "to update, the .recreation- -.and: Should ' also bring a J JSF ·:
.:ick~~~i~~,O't,'h~o;lf~ ~• qt
;~l -and infra.mural~programs•. ,' ideil.~cation card.
.. ·.-;. _. Sav~51.elfert h.:~an•~t 61i . .::_ . ~: ,
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·
ty soccer field, 10 tennis
second period, this time
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•
,cqurts, · an archery course, cleanly on an assist · from
:
1t , • :'
• • :-- :
basketball ahd volleyball
.,J erry .. Zagarri, to give tl)e
1
,\:,
~W
courts and the ·Gyrima sium. · - .
1 \ ,
Brahmans· a 3-0 lead. Florida 1
· Prestiyterian's offense ·was
e._.:_::
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P::S~!~~d~c:::
1
unable to move against South
F lorida, sending only two
1
I
,
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You're in charge of building the float •. deco,ating the house
and dressing up ~he party. ~o-y_oµ· need romps, the flame-··_
. resistant decorative tissue: Y ~u can dcicor~e an_ything.beau•
tifully with Pomps, inside and out, and, do it faster, easier~,better. Pomps don't cost mu6h. 'They're c·ut 6" x 6" ,square~
r.el!dY to use, come in 17 vivid colors,that are virtually runJ?roof when wet. Buy P~!}lPS at your bqo](,store·, school supply
. de·a Jer. or paper m~rchant. And ask your librarian for our
booklet "How to Decorate With Pomps." If she doesn't have
it, just tell her to write for a copy. Or, order your p wn copy.
Send Sl.25 and your address today to The Crystal Tissue 1
Company, Middletown, Ohio 45042.
,_t 1

·,,,.

p0fflP8®

fi~:~th Florida's riverfront
recreation area, which can be
used for picnics and fishing, is
· locl!,fed about two miles east
of'the recreationa,J mall.
The Gymnasium has facili,, ties for ~nasties, danclllg,
fencing, badminton, basketball, volleyball, wrestling,
weight traiping and conditioning, plus areas for individual
and dual recreation.

Coach Needs PlayersAll prospective Brahman
men tennis players should see
Coach · Spafford Taylor in
Physical Education Department 229 before 3 :30 p,m.
Monday.

GAFFNEY AND Pete Tum-_
minia threatened to turn the
battle ·into a romp late in t1ie third period when .they scored
45 seconds apart. But Steve
Leieper, who did all the Tritpn
shootmg, ,gave his club
first goal on an assist from
Bart Mas after 18:47.
Coach Dan Holcomb was
satisfied -with Friday's contest
but said his team would have
to sharpen its passing before
·
the St. L,ouis conflict,
John Horvath missed . both
games, last weekend because
of a: reinjured right kMe but
tra iner Tony Jonaitis said the
junior halrback might be
ready for Saturday's game in
St. Louis.

:tts

I

This·lean,'Iithe Honda 125 Super Sp~rt.can be the answer l8 alot of
probl~ms,,besides parking. .
Cons,derprice. You can buy this beauty at an imp~essiv_ely low initial
price; fuel it '.for a fraction of what you'd spend ·on a four-wheel gas
gulper.
And: of course, there are the pleasantly paihless costs of maintainln.g anfinsurfng 'a Honda.
The-125,Supe(Sport ~ouples lightweight economy with red hot per-formance faatures.Its dependable four-..str.oke paralle'Itwin engine pro-, . duces a_daztlfn{13btip; acceleration that matches the best of them.
And sfylirig.The 125 Super Sport-is nothing but class from its streamJined .pfperfo
its.s,culptured tank to its rugged telescopic front forks.
.
· Th~ sleek.and -~assy 125 Super Sport. Is there a better way to solve
,..
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See your !16naa,dealer-for a color brochure, safety pamphiet ~nd ;'Invisible Circle'' film;
or,write~.Ametjcan Honda Motor Co., Inc., Dept. 13, -Box 50, Ga rdena, Californl" 90~47.
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Foot-ball ·Deadline Set Today
; ~outh Florida's eighth intramural football-season is
s~ to open Tuesday and today is the deadline for
team entries in the realigned five leagues.
Men's Jootball, table tennis and ·volleyball entries
are scheduled in today at th~ Intramural Office before
5 . p;m. •'te~s turning in E;!ntries after the deadline
won't be eligible for that sport. :
·
,
Women's sports entries for . basketball .and tennis
don't have to be turned in until next' W~dnesd9-y but .
intramural officials expect many teams to bring them
in earlier.
· ·
·
'
· · ·
. Other sports scheduled this quarter intlude men's.
cross c9untry and' women's :track ·and archery. ·Those1
deadlines will be listed later. .
.
. , · ·
Jim. Iannuzzo, an intramural official,- said · men's ·
football clinics are. se.. today, Thursday and Monday.
Each.team .must,have an official at tw0'of-the three to ·
be:eliglble. The volleyball c1inics, set next Wednesday
and .O ct 10, are both· mandatory. Residehtteams 'are
noteligible for volleyball. ·
·
, An .Athletic Council meeting has·b~eli·set today at
2 p.m. in the Physical Education Building in the cpnference room. Intramural of~icials hope to have representatives frorri all the teams ih each league at the
meeting.
·
. The five leagues in the men's divison are· the Fraternity Gold and Green Leagues, the White League for
additionc1.l fraternity teams, the ·~ esident and the Independent Leagues. · The 'women will have · three
leagues in_ba_sketball and other sports. r
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Fall Season. Tough
(Continued from Page 6)

A close battle is expected in each of the eight ' on& by only 10 points. Each team clinched two: sperts
leagues this year. Alpha Tau Omega and Sigma Nu . and they battled at a near-even pace all season betied for the overall championship in 1967-68 with 375 fore ·Alpha Four West was eliminated for the champoints. ATO only managed to win two sports (tra,~k pionship.
and swimming) but high finishes in the other six
The Bonanos was the •only team to break the
sports placed the fraternity on top with Sigma Nu, Physiciil Education Majors' grip on the Independent
which snared three individual sp9rts;
League last campaign. The Bonanos claimed the fpotSigma Alpha Epsilon, a long-time power at USF, ball title while the tw'o PE teams rolled to firsts in the
suffered through one of its worst seasons . as far as other seven sports.
points and standings are concerned. SAE landed
A real race developed in the women's division with
fourth place with 340 markers, .even though the team . Tri Delta squeaking past the PE Majors and the Bashad first in football, basketball and cross country. ketweavers. Tri Delta had 1,089 points, only 21 ahead
Alpha Four West was nipped by Alpha Tw.o West of the Majors and 76 in front of the Bas·ketweavers.
.for the top spot in the Alpha League, dropping to sec- Kappa Delta was fourth with 820 .

first of two state titles.
Two were lost before the · next season · even
began because of grade · trouble, but ·the ·others,
worked a little harder to post.a 10-2 season -and_an- '
1
other crown.
.
--.•.
Behind
the
glory
on
the
field
went
a
lot
of hard
-;,.
WOJ?k in practice and conditioning drills to .put each
player in his best physical shape. Holcomb ·was all
business when it came to conditioning anC, . the
• players sensed
this.
·
I
\
"We couldn't afford to lose a player-at a .crucial
._,. time in a game because he was tired or had a pulled .
muscle," Holcomb said. "I'd seen it cost good
teams games and I didn't want-it to happen to us._"
Holcomb's biggest moment ca.roe last year
when nearly 2,000 fans lined the soc(!er field, many
sitting cin the ground, to watch the -South Flor;ida
contingent battle the powerful St. -Lo.u is· Billikens,·
five-time claimers of the NCAA championship. A
clutch goal by Dan Gaffney gave the Brahmans
their biggest victory and the win may have· been
one of the strpng forces behind-the push for NCAA
membership. /
· _
. . ·
. . . . . ~- · ,
"I FELT LIKE we could have '-received a -bid to
the NCAA To rnament last year since we. split with
the Bills," Holcomb said. "I know the boys are anx. -~ .
'
.
~
Deadline: Friday, 12 noon
ious to test themselves against several strong teams
,.
in a row rather than just a couple of times .each seaBefore .Wednesday Insertion
son.
·I '
All Classified, Mus~ Be P~~~\id.
However, USF's schedule isn't favorable for a
.
'
.
'
.
token bid to the national comJ?etitiori. The ..BrahA bright:.,outlook faces •tie the Aldridge Invitational in
.mans ·will have to earn ·it with solid wins over weakci;oss .'c ountry coach Gil ,'Atlanta Oct. 5.
. er rivals and good performances agafust'the better Hertz for .the first time in . .~;;;..;;.,,;;.,,;;;;...;;.,;;;..;;;;;.,;;..;;..~;;,,.,:;;;;;;:;;;;;;:::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
wi;;..,~; ;.;;
..
.,,,;s;;~;;;;;.. ;;.•;;;;;
. ;;;;;;;;.;,;,,,;;;;;;;;;;;~;;
,..,.,.
;.;;
_;_"';:.;;;
,,,,:,,.,.,
.;;,,,.,
:;;;;;;;
. .,..._;;;:,;.
_ . ~•
,,
teams. I ' ,
·
· · ·
·.
four :Y.eai·s a~ter injwies
wrecked his hopes for a
"We're not kidding ourselves with the schedule.
successfuI 1967.campaign.
We know we'll have to do well against St. Loujs '.a nd
.·. Nine' runners, including ·
the Quincy teams particula11y," Holcomb added: .
four.returnees, give ·Hertz
The Brahman chief has been pleased with ·turnthe most depth he's had
outs at home games and ~opes-the crowds will G!;>n:
s.ince .starting the I intertinue tq grow as the games come up. The boaters
collegiate· team in 1965. ,
•played before about 10,000 fans last year, which is
. St.· -I.iemis · junior Don
quite a figure when you consider th~t the sport isn't
Crank
tops ' the .returning
• extremely popular in the U.S. and has to.battle -collette~an:. Cran~ .ls the te3:111i
'·-' · legiate football, not an easy thing to do.
.captain · and set the · USF
Holcomb and his squad go on th~ road this
course record last year be- .
week to face one of ttie big ones -:; St: Louis. ·'rlie · fore injuries forced him to
first real test for a bid to the NCAA Championships.
sit out the state· meet.
A crucial game.
·
A ' LEG INJURY hampered
But the team's been there before. The veterans . Bart· Smith almost all season.
know they'll have to .be ieady. The·-Bills won't be a
The · Marblehead, Mass., jun.
.
.
ior is counted on by Hertz to
pushover and neither team was happy with the 1-0
be ~ne of ttie ·team' t
.
split last y.ear. Each thinks it's a ~ett$!r team.,_·,·· ·,,:,r ,;.',,ni~s::
· , s op run
We'll know Sarurday.
~- · . .· . _' . .' 1 ·, '• JUniors .. Frank ·Paris and
-------...,.,...-,..,..--., ---· _. ___,_. - - -- - Dave' Castticone are the other .
o·
returnees:· Paris, 'from Man..
·
,· .
· · ·
chester, N.H., should rank
•
" ...,
•
' • :-- ••
'-~ ' ' •
••.
' , , •O ; ,
a~?~g ,the'' top, Brahmans this
y,ear,. Castricone worked out
"las,
t::year
· t!) .prepare for this
. •
I .
season,
.
l'r.o'bilb)y ·t1:te top new runner Js W11rdel Lewis, a junior

EVERYBODY NEEDS SOMETHING!!

That's Why The Oracle has
CI a ssifi-ed'Ads
PLACE A FIVE LINE AD FOR.$1.00

:·Track ·O,utlook

.

-·15c/additional line

Bright F~r USf
\

So

. IN E'UR' p'·E
FUN WORKING

transferJni111 Lake City Jun. ior :College.., Be was undefeated ·in' dual 'competition hi 1967
and placed seventh in the Natio11&l Junior College Meet.
·..
GUARANTEED JOBS ABROAD! Get .paid, travel, meet. people.
~a,mpa Cpp,mberlain's KevSummer and year 'round jobs.-for young people ·17 'ti>, 40.- For
illustrated magazine with complete details and appltc·ations in' Howeli is another . ex-. "'
send $1.00 to The Internationa1-Student In(ormation Ser.vice (ISIS), pecti!!d 1to ·help the team. .How133, rue Hotel des Moimaies, Brussels 6, Belgium, • ·
··
ell, -a ,freshman, rim the half-

.

I

mile in high school and ha~ · ''
bee·n . adjusting to· the larger
South-Florida trek..
'
~ .OR· RAY Croteau, a ·
C'ana~fan ·-runner, transferred .
from -Florida College. The
sprinter o,ily recently started
{o ·run •in· cross country competition-. ' .. - .
:Maryland Rick · Maas and
Largo !JOphornore Keith King
· · round out · the squad. King
won the· intramural half-mile
run last 'year and is developing~his legs. to-,adj'ust to. the·
longer cr oss :Country'.distance.
. •:.we.have:amuch ' stronger

ELCOME·

a

•

.

\.

Varsit.y
Cleaners
And
I

I

•

•

/

. team,tJtan we -had:Jast year,",
Hertz said; "but ·: the other
stat~ ··teams are stronger too~
Florida ·has some kemendons

'

nien_lUld_FSU's Ken Misner is
one-of. the.·best." •· ·
· Hertz said lthe 19'68 schedule

hasn't been approved ·yet but
he .expected .the first meet to

laundry

MCJrv Sails··To

Stafflp Out.Square Meals

Va!·l~Y-Vic'tory

SPECIAL

Marv Sherzer, thr top win- ner .on USF's baseball team
the las_t _t\yo years, posted his ,
be~t giJne in the Virginia Val-·
·ley League this summer.
S)lerzer, -pit.ching for · Harrisonburg, · fired a no-hitter
and'._missed . a .p,erfeot game
when' 1the ·second . baseman
made ··an error jn the fi~ t in-

\
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ARGOS LINEN l,lOOM.. ·\ ANDROS LINEN.ROOM .\·
FONTANA LINEN'RO'C>M ·--·-· --~l
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PIZZ -

'

. The Br~hman right-hander
went , on- after the error to
knock ; down 25 . consecutive
!batters.. ·_south Florida baseball coacli· Hubert- Wright was
ql,lite pleased wi1h Sherzer's
pei:fopnance. .
r

1

i..

.

In favor of the rountj meal: the perfeGt ·
pizza.from the Pizza Hut. Our secret recipe
(guarded in its oven resting place by_a
Chianti-stained retired pizza baker) guarantees a crisp, crackling crust, the very
best fresh ingredients; blended ard

8426 N. FLORl·
DA
.
PH. 935-0512
.

matctfed together·to make your taste buds ·
snap to ·attention. Go forth. Immediately.
To the Pizza Hut fo,r your Free Stamp Out
Sq1,Jare Meals button and the kind of pizza
(all varieties) Luigi's mother wished
she. could make.
, '

- UT
-3405 .E. HILLSBQROUGH
PH. 238-1212

,'

716 N. DALE MABRY
PH.ONE 877-19·12 - ··

/

)
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Regents Review Manual

,.Coeds ·Rush

GR.EE~ BEAT

:ye~-

THE UNIVERJSTY should · West Florida's Richard the biggest laugh of the day,
. "move· -~way from" parental Wells said an off-limits dec- saying "l envy you, sir."
Cou:::::7
Most of the Council memroles, Lyman Fletcher of FSU laration would only a ttract
idents' spokesman during tpe said. ·
bers agree that the Regents'
more curious students.
long talks with Regents and
approval of the revisions prob"You can't continue parFERGUSON SAID before
state university officials ..
enthood adniitµstere4 , by a Wells spoke, that " I was a ably averted violence on their
campuses this fall.
Alga Hope Jr. of Florida University then · turn students
Fletcher said the approval
A&M, Richard Wells of Uni- loose in society and expect participant in the consumpversity of West Flori\la and them :to .succeed. You've got tion of what might be called proves students can g o
Judy Met.tee of · Florida At- to zjve . them •responsibility. spirited beverages at quite an through channels and get relantic University are the other Give it .to them and they'll early age," recalling his own sults, " Now when I go back to
· college days,
·
Council members.
my campus and some of the
rise to it." · ·
He said he would have been radicals come out and say
Barnett.said "stuqents :proJ>- disciplined if he had been dis- 'You can't go upstairs and get
THE MOST controversial
sections Qf the revisions Fri- erly . reared· by . their parents covered in off-limits establish- anything done,' I can say
day wer.e the provisions···on are capable
making their ments. Wells then ,produced they're wrong."
studen~ discipline and the own decisions on sµch mat-·
"off-limits" power formerly ters. Maybe . the universities
held by the president of a uni- thlnlc·
parents- aren't C,oing
·
a iood job."
ve:i;~~ts Chairman Chestji!r
THE UNIVERSITY of FloriCouncil members carefully on da's Clyd~ Taylor, angered by
their intentions toward Uni- Ferguson's contention that the ·
versity presidential power, "off-limits" provision was for
and whether the possible student .-protection, said the . .
abandonment ot' . the ·.. "off. provision "is like saying be~
cause I pay $125. to attend .the
University, I can be told not .
into places where anyto
one else can·go."
that he had not seen the latest
·Asked by.Ferguson .whether
copy of the revisions until the
,17-year-old or 18-year-old:a
9303 56th STREET
.night before the meeting, and
he referred to the meeting should be allowed this freeTemple Terrace Shopping Center
Friday as "really a work ses- dom, Taylor said, "They may
be young and 'inexperienced,"
sion."
but the dl"aft makes the ·18HE ASKED the Council if it . _year-c,ld's world an adult one.
would object to a delay in a
decision until Oct. 18 if necessary, and the Coun~il said it
didn't. But during a short re- ,
cess and after the · meeting
Council members said the ··
delay could ha\'.e set students
wondering about . Regents intentions:
It was a surprise to ·the
Council when Ferguson · said
he "approved in principle'' all
of the. proposed revisions. The
Regents then iassed them
·
unanimously.
.
.
,
.,....,.............,w:·
Prior to the discussions
there was, evidence that some
of the Regents, includinr·Ferguson, would not approve the
revisions as written. Dr. Clarence Menser, who is also
chairman of the Regents Cur~ '""" ~,...,.. '
riculum Committee, s a·i d ·
"The Board of Regents will
set university system policy,
and if the students don't like_
it,they can go elsewhere."
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Susan Dickinson, 2C B, anxiously awaits
her sorority's rush paity while standing outside the Tri-Chi rush room and later she enjoys cookies, conversation and punch with
·
the Tri-Chi sisters.
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Peggy Jones ·of ADPi paints a sign for
msh in hopes that it's a sure sign·for a good
year.
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IFC Rush Sign-Vp Ends Here Friday

Is Coming
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Taste Tells It's A Master pizza
Come in and see our FERRIS WHEEL ove n
Pizza baked to your special order
Choice of crust, thick or thin
We make ou_r own dough and pizza sauce
• OPEN: '4 :00 P.M.-1 2:00 P.M. Sun. - Wed.
ll :JO· A.M.- ·12:00 P.M. Thurs.
11:30 A.M.- 1:00 A.M. Sat.

•
•
•
•

PHONE 935-5689
10206 N. 30th STREET

(Between Schlitz and Budweiser}

The Intra-Fraternity Council Fraternity Rush sign up
will be this week through Friday in the University Center,
Argos; and Andros Center.
Any male student with _12
college credit hours and a 2.0
average (GPR) may sign up.
The fraternities are ·spon.
soring smokers this week and
will begin to give bids starting
Monday of next week. Registration fee is one dollar.

On Monday night Delta Tau
Delta, Kappa Sigma, and
Theta Chi held smokers. Tues- 1
-day night Phi Delta Theta,
Lambda Chi Alpha, and
Sigma Phi Epsilon sponsored
smokers. Tonight Sigma Nu
wiU hold a smoker in the UC
in 252W, Tau Kappa Epsilon
in 252E, Zeta Beta Tau in 2556, and Tau Epsilon in 251.
Tommorrow night S i g m a
Alpha Epsilon will sponsor a
smoker in 252W and Pi Kappa
Alphi!- in 251.

Women To Hold
Bay Area
(
·

'Perspective' Lectures
Tampa Bay a.r e a women
have been invited to participate in the fifteenth in a series of " Woman's Perspect i v e" f a c u 1 t y lecturediscussions at USF.
The Center for Continuing
Education at U~F will present
a prominent USF faculty
member at each of the five
weekly sessions ..
The first meeting October
16 will feature Dr. Max Kaplan, pr ofessor of sociology,
who will discuss, ·" Leisure in
the Emerging Society."
Dr. Richard Waterman, professor of anthropology, will
discuss "A Study of Man and
His Works" on October 23,
The third session on October 30 will be devoted to a
discussion of "F.oreign and
Defense Policies and the 1968
Election," with Dr. Frederick
Horrigan, associate professor
of political science.
Dr. Juanita Williams, assistant professor of behavioral
science, will discuss r ecent
developments in the area of
human psychology on November 6.
The final meeting on November 13 will offer Dr. Alice
Smith, associate professor,
college of education, talking
about t h e opportunities" for
women to educate themselves.
A fee of $10 will be charged.

for the series of five .sessions.
Since only a limited number
of registrations will be accept~
ed, interested persons should
contact the Center for Continuing Education, ,telephone,
988-4131, ext. 185. 1

-...

'Ph. 988~2798 ·

II

~-

Foot Fest

.TERRACE BEAUTY 'SALON

I
.

Delta Gamma's Ready For Rush
•.. Fran Yavers, Linda Thornton and
Kren Hadcock help decorate.

go ·

:."'! ~ :.,.1,.."-~

-ib;;.,' .
~

BUT NEITHER Menser·
nor · any other Board member
except Ferguson commented
during the discussion'. Ferguson's demeanor -duriil the
talks was. amiable, and the
rest of the Board was attentive.
Ferguson, arguing f-avor of
retaining a tinivesity president's power of summary suspension, apparenly c a·m e
around to student views when
USF's Scott Barnett said this
power was modified only by a
warning to "cease ·and desist"
an activity before summary
suspension.
Ferguson opposed the Counargument that suspension
for ialleged violation , of . University regulations was a pun•
ishment.
·BUT REGENTS' Chancellor
Robert Mautz, formerly vice
president for acad~mic affairs ·
-at the University of Florida,
said suspension was "tempora·r y explusion,''. and thus was
a punishment. Serious discussion .of · the point ended with
Mautz' remark.

Drycleanin9 restores
luster, life 0nd body to ev_ery fiber.

I

Never settle for less than /

that professionally groomed look
Norlhsicle Cleaners: The QualityCleaners That Caret!
10% Discount for Students .with.I.D.'s
N

w+,1

_ _,....__
_ _AVE,
_....,_ _
FllTCHER

•Barely a
done, throt.0 ·

fromUSF"

....._
l

-,..,._...,.

............
.

s·

;·~
ui

0

it

FOWLER AVE.

· Northside Cleaners and L.a undry
·13161 Florida Avenue at Fletcher

Cat_.., 'Solid-U ..

._...,.._._,.._ .

___________.,...,.. __ _

·.-

/C

cil

The most heat was generated during the debate · on the
students' proposals to eHmi•
nate the university president's
power to declare an offcampus location as· "offlimits."
Ferguson said the provision
was for the students' · protection, but Council members •
- said _it was not wanted· or
needed.

Solid UM
-:-- --.. _ •Cut.....along
.._ ,

--"-""---of=-,_

Cut along :solid line
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tilt.rs.. M~i$hdll Enjoys Working Here

•

··~.{

\

•
she ? ~a.me Director of Stu- orientation to explain what do everything possible to help. her ability to make through
--'
!
each
day
totally
refreshed
dent Orga,nizations.
and
clubs
are
on
camAlong
with
her
secretary
groups
•..
,,
and relaxed to her special
Mrs. · Marshall .served · the
Mrs. :Phyllis Marshall is one students in a great many pus and how students may Jimetta Ancle~on, ·who has bridge game. For the past few
Jom.
,,
worked
in
the
office
for
four
of ·th~ most inipotta:nt women ' capacities. She is responsible
, The most important part of Y:ars, Mrs. · Marshall works years Mrs. Marshall, Dr.
on USF;s campus:· At present for the · Finahcial, social and
James Parrish, Mrs. S_elig,l
Director of organization of all student her job, however, isn't written · "'?th stu~ents and offers spe- -1 s·ohri and Dean Martin play
'Mrs. ·Marshall
out
or
explained.
This
is
her
c1al_
se~v1ces
to
clubs
and
orStudent:' ._ Organiz~ti(?ns, and clubs and' ·organizations. She
bridge four days a week dur~
sta_y :there for a also· works ·with the · advisors :personal contact with the stu- g~izations. _There are type- ing' their lunch hour. _Mrs.
she .nopes
dents.
Everyone
who_
walks
in
writers;
m1me?graphs
_a~d
lohg time! I •
'
'
of all the student groups and the office of Student Organiza- - wo:k spa~e available. !"la~l 1s Marshall commented, "For
She came to USF in 1960 is advisor to fanhellenic.
tions realizes tjlat the people delivered to tI:e organizations · that' one hour I forget about
and , served; as · the· ·women's·
everything and just concenResident 'coilnselor.·and Pro,. · SHE· IS · a friendly· face to there are interested in his fu. -through the office.
:,
trate on those cards in my .
problem
.and •want to
' Mrs.. Marshall attributes hand."
grain Director. In Jilly of 1965 new students, working during; _ dividual
r
\
••
·
By MARGIE SISK

J

-------------<"!
Taste:-··
that - ,.

- Feaiure Editor

js

beats..

to

the'• . -~
others·~
cold[-.~

·Halwood New Minister.
,-Of;Oampus-Fello,wshi~
..

,

-

.

•:

'

of

11ew
Amqng .t,he tpousa~~
't aces on campus'·th_ls quitrtE!r,
R;obert -Haywood '.
'be

will .

------1·oJijR':qfJ:• .,______
I'

- .

_· among those soonest ·known:
Haywood i~ the new campus
miJ]ister .at .th~ ..·Uhiverity,..
Chapel, FellowShip. ··

.

.

> ·. ~, .

.! :. .

-:..

Haywood c:omes. to - USF .
from the position ·of directOJ!
of.the
Campus
. ..
, · J:hristian Fel-.
lowship<at Texas A._& I University, Kingsville; Tex.
,,,·~•\

~al:'

1

\

,.

•

I

•

•.

~

-''.'.

r ..

.

is an avid sports enthusiast, enjoying all the ~peetator sports, especially base-

'. lf Fire Hits .
'.

'HoII er Loud!'', ·

b~~- Marshall was di· vorced, and feels that having
1
been married gives her an inIn cAse of fire holler sight into some of the special
problems 'that rwomen may
loudly!
face. She also feels that alThis seems · to be ,t he best . though she · had no children
advice . jf \ ; fire , '.occurs _ on:: during her marriage, she has
m~y at USF.
campus':during a powerJ ailure.
"i am totally happy in my
ure.
work," Mrs. Marshall comIn such an emergenc the _mented. "We, have made.1
fire alarms at USF are use- some mistakes in , the past,
sometimes things don't get
less, . ~ccording to Helen done as quickly: as possible,
l'ifcAllen, of the Physical but this office is devotea to
·Plant. The·- warning .~ystem is the student and .we feel that
not hooked up to the emergen- we are improving!'.
cy generators be<;ause they·
"are very expensive,". she
added.

Honest-toPepsi taste,!

.P EPSI•
COL~- ,
Pick up an extra carton Way! ;

j

In this ~ituation a student
should report the fire to the
campus operator and , dorm
resid,ents should also .notif3/ '
·the R.A-:- and R.I. then •follow
.regular. evacuation procedµ,re.

.He attended Austin Theologi:Seniinary, ~md Dav~dson
CgHege, Davidson,. N.C., gra'. . du~t_i_ng with'·a RA. in Engli~h.
. He spent one summer in the .
- .Christian'
in the
.. . Ministries
.
.
I , Na-,
· tional Parks program .of the
Nation&}: Gouncil Of Churches.

A. 2 di"am_on'd earrings, 14~~ar~t goi't.... •}: ••• :•• .$57.50 pr.
.B. 2 diamond earrings, 14-karat gold;.,. •• ••••••••• $99.95,pr.
C. 2 diamond ea(rings, 14-kara!'gold v .·-•••• ~. :: •: .$1.50.iio'pr. ·
0; 2 diamond earring;, 14.:.kar~t' gold'•••• ~ •• : •• ; ••• $79.95 pr:

· SHE

~.
'

, He also spent a . y,e ar as a
C~pus CHri~tian Llfe Intern
. a{ ·th~, University of·- South
- 'J arolina. if ollowing gradua-

'

,-,,

So you haven't a fortune ~o ~pend on an attaehe easel,
Here•~ _one in Ste~co Tuff~e th~t will do you pro.ud _ . ·. ·, _.
with an economy price tag. It will even .last through that

:

· fiftl't year in college (yes, your Master's) beca~-s e Tufide·· ·_~...:;

is guaranteed five full years. ~n¾azing, Tufide looks a~d _/;
, feels lik& leather yet outwears leather 5 to 1. Classic in ·
. style, ~n all-purpose case that's ~fully lined - ,has three
·' pockets1in the lid - yes; and quality brass,plated locks ' '· ·

'

'

,

11½" x3½". Your
.

stur~y, carryirig handle. Size 17" x

choice of "in" c~lors. Did we s ay, "price-is-right?"
l

.

Listen,.

' . ·1

Reg. 16.50
'

I_

·'

'

NOW

USF BOokstore \;
I

-

'
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.
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FRANCHIS.E!!
I

,
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RUN for Student Association
FRESHMEN .... SOPHOMORES - JUNIORS -

· 'EGEAN
1·

You·~ust' !le~lare Yo~r Candidacy ..
· By 12 Noon, October 8 . '.:..

•

(

Qualifications for Office:
_·Minimum . 7 quarter hours epch quarter of
office
Maintain minimum of cumulative 2.0
Candidates must not be on fin al Academic
Warning
Applicat~ons Avcailable in CTR 219

.,.I._ ..,

\

• I

SENIORS

1

I I

'- TOTAL
COST
'

-H

(

ROOM _262 .• PU-LICATIONS ~F,JICE _' '..
,

1

(MONDAY"' FRIDAY I A._M,•5 P.M.)

\l

.

'AEGEAN$ MUST BE RESERVED IN ADVANCE·
- v.
i. ....

(
••

J

'

;I.

,

••,

· .-. .

0

~

-

-

.

'

: .. ;; • AND .1·A·M ·INTELLIGENT, HAN'DSQME, WITTY, DEB:~ ONAIR, SUAVE, COOL, ,FASCINATING • • .' , _

.

I

Elections will be held on October 22 ·
•

1,

•

•

I

..

,
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Registration Quarter I, 1968-:-. Yt'-Was A Breeze';/
;

f

I

'

.

.

•

.

.
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'

)

scrambllng ·and ,pushing · and hlirtying like
re~s~tions .in the past have seen.

This year students sat and talked as they
filled out their . 'cards, the~e was no mad

\

Every Little -Card Counts At -Reg.i.sfra.tion
•

this -Quarter's -registration

Smiles came ,:by . tjte doz~ns , at
with slior.t Iines,and open-.sections,
...

'

.

.

-

..,, .-

'.

'\.

'

\_

I

I
.\

-

.Photos., By

'

I•

I

.~a.v i~ .; Lee Saulter. _

and

:~raig Bilkmaier-

,,

A i Rare ·Crowd
· Crowds· of people at· registration .were rare,
· but even mider these ciromnstances..remained
" ;,

--::i ::- ::" -- ._,.
•t ~

~-

~n I

'..J'l:

-

10 {1 ·

·.. ·.•~.-'

'

~ ..,--,

·.,_ ,.,~~

~A

I

; /,{Tills c_o'uple
protest
i-

Privat.e S-it-ln

·o,vn

~<~

hefd ..th~~
'"si~in'.'"·h~i:":'iN'' ~,'u;;~i~t -~ay
but· just because ·it· was the ' .

anything,

:· ... , •• •

cards... _- ,",.~-.

,

•

;

.~

\

.'

r.

~

: •· .

.

in; all

,.

.happy . and · re(;txed; . At least there , was
.·~ough-air· t.., ~reathe.
.

~-~~-,0~;~i~:~. .~~~~~~~~)~\.--
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'

'

.
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I
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-·

the ' r~istratioJ( : -··

•. t'

Lir.,es . Were-_sh·ort And Easy'
"• "·r._:J ,.. ·-•

~

,. • . : ,.

$ • ·,

,

,

•

•,

. Stµdents were hap_py to.find regjska,tiorr lines - ,-,d~nt assisfal!ts·. help.u,g, the : R~~i~i~r~~ ~ or."'
short,. and-easy. to get through. Ma'.ny'. 11tu-, . · lice.made this·poss~ble~ ·
l ,

~.'

I

·· ~nd pon~t Forg~t You .Zip .Code
to

. _Si.x_S.te.ps,.North After Th~ X Ma~k
.

.

'-

.

I .

.. .

•

. oii~•\ptetty·co¢<1. ~as-very· careful p~t h'er.:dp. cooe' nu~lier
' on" all · ·of her · registration cards so she will . receive 'her

:, ·, '~ ad'es•next
quarter, ' , ,
.
I
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I
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'Floor ·Con-ferences-'. Ma·ke Registration - At · USF O~ique ·
I.

'

j
' I

Is Tha.t Section Closed?

Bunion Derby Rules
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Derby Spruces Up

Here is a list of rules for this year . •
· 1) Any USF student or faculty member is eligible to com,
pete.
2) No contestant can· leave the prescribed course except,
rl
.·
due to illn~ss or death.
By RICK·NORCROSS
3) Contestants must carry 10 lbs. of _pooks at all times (to
Here' we are, with our noses to the proverbial sandstone,
be weighed at beginning and end of course).
4) One foot must be on the ground at ·a ll times • • . running ready to hurl ourselves into _the breach·, ·soaking up grains of in. . tellectuality, mi>r.sels. of culture, and Wallace-fuls of superiorior flying precipitates immediate disqualific~tfon.
•,
•
5) Any footwear except steel.· cleats or roller skates is pei:;- ty. . .:' 1
I .afll overjoyed at' the prospects of the coming. year on ihe
. . · ,.·
,
missible.
6) Any intentional bodily contact· with' other contestants. or :USF .campus a,nd getting involved in things other than th~ pres· . · · ·ide?Ji~ CRA14P-fAIN 68 -fiasco that has b'een eating· up -the
~ompetitio~.
spectators !s_forbidden until a{!er
7} Official Oracle Ob.servers-will be placed along the route 'fro t.pag~?,an1:l l)re-empting such worthw.hHe _all-American teleto help mar~ the route and fo ~ertify_~at no_ne .of ~e .contes- vis1on ·_p_ro~rammi~g as "DRAGNUT 69,''. "AS THE -WORLD
·
tants break mto a dead·rµn. The\r. dec1s10ns Wlll be flJlal unl1;,ss ROTATES," ail'd "GEORGE MICHELLE~". ·· . ·
~. . A ·w~ and hardly welcome -to the-~eturnin'g Oldie B!>ldles
you are a facultY, member with an Qffici~ Ora<;le Op~ez;v~r: in
your class. However, no, faculty ~e)Ilbers enter!'!d .~ast: year so ·who made USF .tradition what it is today; and· to the incoming
-.°g reen:eared·, .spqtty;, garlic-smelling,, moist-eyed .:freshmen who
.
this problem was not encountered.
,wµ! ,break: the.:fine old I tradition that we, the returning-Moldy:Boldies, •have created with tongue in cheek!
.. YES, HERE I AM, back once again to warm the cockles of
Last year's 69-32, best in and tlien chalked up · 6-1 and ·your very hearts -with my 'inspiration.al innesages, word reader
·
South Florida's young sports 8-2 marks, losing a11· three ·(?) - and ge·n eral dribble . . . ..
·
. •
,history, pushed the aiah- matches to Rollins those last r . The th1ea.tre,depa'r tment
lie grea'tly·relieved to find that
.
man!=i' three-year : mark ' to two years.
I am branching out - or un-specializing·· ·- this year, and not
USF's soccer ·percentag'e, is · just wreaking havoc on the fine ~ section . . . that tidbit of
141-104 and a fine .576 percent.813 while the women stand information is probably more relieving th?-n sitting in the first
age.
The yn,iversity has post&d .760 ,for ·• the thre seasons. row of ,the_, op~ning of the Sol Sygar,:man .epic play called The
<wiI_1ning records the last two Men's tennis is thitd' overall' Seven-Ton ,Pruhe; one 'of the,most ·moving performances in the.,seijsons after dipping · under at 21-16 ·for .568 while baseball' ' atri al ·history! · : • ,
··
·
·
)'.'es: ·fellow· USFers:,I shall s4tiply cast my jaundiced ey~
'..500 its first . intercollegiate stands fourth at 34-27 and .557.
1
around campus~and.keep you abr,eas_t (. ) of the more obscm:~
campaign.
but none-the-less-important ...; news and views Of the year'!
Soccer and women's tennis
have been the t-0p two teams
J BELiEVE cine. cif tlie mo/it -important happenings of-the
every year. Th·e . Brahman
.schoo.1 year,· second..:.'only t o the discover:)' .of 16 fres.h man guys
, hooters were 10-2 la,st year
.with th~r noses stuck to .a'four-fo.ot model .of the now obsolet~
■
' after going 10-0-1 the ·p evious
six, million dollar F-III Swing Wing jet behind· the 'Maintenance
.year and 6-4 the first season.
:Building·, during orierifatiori',Js the Second Annual Oracle .Bun·
·
, Coach JoAnne Yoµng 1s net
cisqu~ii was 5.3· its first year

amp-pain '68_
,<;r_

ili:

Win Perce'ntag~

will

.
:
.
,·
.
.
:
ions
orpora
C

,To Inf'erv1ew·

The :New .Rick Returns To USF .
peared in . during the past
· By MARll.YN MUNYER
eig? t months.
Staff Writer
HOWEVER, LIKE· most
Among the most conspicu- '
'U
ulis changes on the SF cam- wanderers, Rick eventually
pus is the -change in Rick Nor• wanders back to the place he
cross. Remember that bushy- calls home and that tempohaired bearded folksinger . rary ;home is USF. Last year
who had his ow~ Fine Arts Rick set up an ~mporium two
column in last year's Oracle? miles from campus. The
Eighteenth String C .9J fee
Rick, that I writing-folksing- House, a favorite hang-out Of
er, left us last . Feb r u- many Folk-singing lovers,
closed down last· Febtliary
ary but he· has, returned' juSt b~fore Rick left for Euwithout his bushy hair, ..without his beard' a nd _without any
of his 0th er distingui~hing
physical characteristics of
last year.
·
··
, ELECTION year
. "IT'S AN
and time ··for a:· ~bange," ex- ·
plained Rick ·concerning. his ~
new ~ ppear'ance.• His main
..co~plaint is that no one rec-

.

'

TAU EPSILON PHI

I

J

ognizes .h!m-anyµ{'ore .'. -~ but
then, appearances don't tell
everytning. You'll recognize
his fresh, humorous Fine Arts
column whi<:h 'fill once agkin appear in thjs year:s Oracle.

*

lnvite;s y~~ to ,its RUSH SMOKER .

•• l-\

TQNiG~l'~~ ~h• ·Universi~ Center
'7:00 P.M. -,OR 251

i::::b~h:::~:::,m::::::.:~·:::',::::~:.:: =::~~ ; ~~;;: : ~

USF Stlldenfs

rope. Although he _loved oper- Sunday evening entertainment
ating the coffee shop, Rick programs similar to the type
said it took too much of his that appeared at his coffee
' ., .
shop last year.
'time.
FelChapel
University
The
"I plan . to concentrate a
great deal more Oil my _lowship is a non-profit organ_i_studies this year" he said, "so zation and a part of their
perhaps :one. of J hese days I •building is being turned into a
can.graduate.'.'
1
.
. \
.
.
·
·coffee shop.
.E ick will emcee th~ Simday
' ALTHOUGH· THE Eigh:
:teenth String is , no longer :evenmg programs and is en· open, ':fi.ick pointed but that . couraging all of "the .old cof'the University' Chapel Fellow- ·fee liouse crowd" to come· on
ship wi~ ·J?e sponsoring free over to the Chap~! Fellowshi~.

•

·

TEP

1968 INFRATE.RNITY_COUNCIL AND
INTRAN\~~AL TROPHY HOLDERS

C

out-of-touch examples of the Lawrence Welle Quick. Thinking around the world since he left - - - - - - ' - -_:,,.--~ - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - ' - Nearly 100 national corpora- Award finalists segment of the campus 1 the ·Bun:jon. Derby (BD) us last February. Like most 1
tions. will conduct recruiting is a walking race from the ,s cond .floor of the Fine Arts Build, wandering minstrels, Rick
interviews with .. senior and ing to the Gymnasium carrying 10 (count 'em, 10!) pounds of can't stay in one place too
· long. England, Boston; New
'
gradµate students at USF this books.
Last year, the BI)..drew: over 1,500 spectators, 85 contestants, York City,' Cape Cod, Baltibe
month. The interviews
scheduled on campus by the and a tremendous Greek parade with Floats, Decorated Car~, more, ·and Atlanta are just a
few of the places he has apOffice, of Student Placement. Campus Police, and other crowd-pleasing surprises . . .· ! •
THE DERBY is open to any stljdent and faculty member,
Among the companies visit· ., · . ,in'g the ,c ampus rdurfog; ;the .L. th~_ugl},-la,st.Yitar-~~~-wer:e _no faculty entra nts.
month will be. the ·~woo,hi;,orth ; '. i.'Vf;e, havE:, .a· ~Te_a t_•"F'~µJI,TY APATHY problem. here at
.
Co. Contindntal 'Baking ; co., _us~, bu; w_e re .~?P.1~g. t~at they - , the. Faculty - will . . . I
'
. ·
Travelers ••Insurance · co., . say; WIDL make at)eas\ il tokeneffo~rt, this year.
Procter · a'.rid Gamble. ,Boeing · · . . ~he, ,e9tr:,, blanks ·1A~ll be available next week from either
''
.Upjohn co., . Jl. ;r. ¾eynold~. "N!rs. ,Phillis Iv!arsqal'~ Studeri.t O~ganizations Office of ~he om: ,
Tobacco Co., <Aefna Life al_ld ·c1al ·Oracle · Se(;ond · Annual Bum_o~ 1 Derby Entry Offlce (UC
F o r m a I installatiqn of
·
·
222)
·
,
. ..
.
•. .
Casualty ~o.,- G.~/ll)d Union, .. . . ·.::. ;· . · . . f .. . , "<·
Bendix Avionics, ¥ ;artin -.Co.,::°:" ,w_E VE Gf?T a p,1!l~1r\1 surp~1ses this year and are gomg all Sigma: Xi Club, a national reALL SIZES AVAILABLE: ;.
search honorary fraternity,
Roche 'Laboratories ' Du Pont; :, .0 1,!t_to ~ake _thi~)he )Jt~?,e~t ~umon Derby EVER !!_!
50cc, 65cc, ·f2·s~c
Also interviewing here ,th'.is . ·, As ·Jqst .,a n.Jnterestmg·_ side comment ... Pete Pages and wii1 be held at .a ,dinner meetto 1200cc ·,
2soc·c , 3·50cc;
. ~ o~th will be the NASA,' ~en- ·~ pt!if 'Am~on .,.wil_l _haye'.·t~ really d? .some ·hustli,l)g to win out- ing at Holiday Inn this evenedy ·spa,ce Center, US ~tom-· aga,_m ov~r ~ \ h1gh~t fav~r~d Offlc1al . .Oracle entry FL~SH
ic Energy Commission, Ainet - · • SMITH!!! 1'If •~ been. m~tpammg for several months and, JUSt ning at 6 o'clock.
Inst~lling officer arid speak;other da.Y,,f hea.i:d:L~ SFJi!IO~ .,. ( !) .~ay, "]3oy, That MR.
ican. Cyanamid, RCA, 'Ertt!len°.
:
'
Beauty Sc;ilon .
er of the evening"Will be Dr.
. .
·
ti~l ·Insu·r ance Co., ",' Mutual iSMI'IJI r~ally g~ts··aroun,d,J~•
.Aajacent to Campus Life of N_e w .York, Hartfor~ '. · We are lookmg to have o~~ 0w~ S~cond Annual Ora~le_B~g Harvey A. Neville, President
Insurance Group, Honeywe~l, Brass Bunyan Band at the_ fm1~h- lme to cheer the bumomst1c_ · ·Emeritus ·of Leh'fgh UniversiFLETCHER AvE.-Ar 22nc1 sr~
., •ty. He·wm speak.'on .< iObserve
... r
Inc., Continentiil Can, Celotex, contenders onto a breathtaking f1msh. ....
TAMPA, FLORIDA
the Laws, Naturai"- ·and . Un: , ·. ·.
.* * · * ( ;·· . · ·
,
...'
,·
and Radiatjon Ihc;.
WITJCTIU!l beginning pf a new year here on campus and .natural." :· ! : : • . :
~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~!.....:~==.:!'.'.~::.:;._:_......,...:___
" __ , . .
the addition cif a couple of thqusan-d nmore, students eagerly ,, . . _ . .
grasping at a cartload of intellectti~ sµ;_aws ·--=-· takmg:_4.Jto-ac.:'.....;.: AIL: members oL S.igma:.'. Xi
count the number of commuting .students wl'io daily (ino a;·traf. ,,:are \nvi,ted ,to;,):iecome charter
fie tick~t taped to their wi~dshiel~, oI) grab .some unsuspl:!Cti-rig .inemb'ers 'of. tb~ USF Chapter.
, J r~s~man ·phys. ed. major',girl to •p,ush th~ir car .t o get _it,starteq _For furtper information con~'J ·,/-' · to you the stranger an'd to ,yqu the· nP.w studen~ or fresh- .ta.cf Qr: Jerome 0. Krivanek,
1
ext, 67.4'.'
,
;: ,\;m an Ws MEET AN .UPPERCLASSMAN' WEEK!!!
'.f f' 1This isn't as easy ~s:it'sounds-but i;f you take a little .time :...·~....:·' , - - - - - - - - - _ . : . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - . . - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - \. and just a bit of eff9rt yo·ur fondest'.dreams will come true , . ,
:'. ' actu~lly speaking to Ben Hooks, or FLASH SMITH (th':l , F!A~.
' VORED contender for ~e Second Oracle Bunion Derby !) Or.
THE C~PUS COUPLE (if you can catch them stanqing up
,-.u , ..
.
.
. . .) or· even Dt:.mg Kaye !
A new pre~i.deiltial.,_candidate is being ·brought to light this ~
j ;;wee1{ in::another 'Norcross scoop ... not to. be confused with
f
•
•.
The Shop for People
·' scoop sh(rvel. Bill 'Alexander in an exclusive interview in the
Who.Won't Settle For .
· _.,University;' Center dining . room, announc,ed the , candidacy of ·
Ordinqry In Anything·
· ,.Don!j.ld Moyer for Presidept of the United States of America. .
·
convention
·wr:tY
at 'the "/seventh
noininated
WAS
-:• , ; ' -~ MOYER
"
1
' ,
f
•
•
•
•
earlier in the )(ear...at) he Cow Palace in Lutz ; ·.. actually it
· was' the Grange ha:Ji buUhen· that's where · all' the coi;i1v:entions
in Lutz·.a re held ... and has. chas~n Bill Ale{ander as his Vice
·, , , ·
g:r;~~!d~ritial ru~ning ~ ~te .(It IS a'. ·~mall-party!).
,Moyer said 'today in an exclusive interview: in the, UC washrooni;(men's)' that as there was pnlf one worthwhile· candidate
running ,unopposed that it i'.as his-duty, as. <1,n Americaii·to op/
pose Pat Paulsen! I -have no more · room this week but next
TEMPLE TERRACE.PLAZA .,..
issues will have ' a fulfaccount of Don's Platform and future
'·
'
·
·,.•., · ·•
plans.
Corner. Temple 'terrace Hwy. & 56tlt Stre•t
1

will

Sig Xi"Club
'

:FROM 512995

,

Holds Dinner

up

!2!! _can own a
6eautiful Harley
D~vids9n; choose
from our complete sele~~ion

at . . .

Jb~

I

.l·· ~ARLE~~9~v•c·s0N ~f T~mpa, Inc.

·'.-1-107 ·we~t Kennedy

·_Phone -25J~l964

TOW1L·- SHOP

ANNOUNCING NON-CRED_IT, SEMINARS mff QUARTER l .
-Seminar 1

I

and-Mu-rriag~
Love.
.
.
.

.

.
. /
.
Resource leader: Ron Russell· .
·:Thursdays,. October 1o·-· November ·21, at 9:00 P.M. in University
-·

·· ·

·

-

·

'

-s~ininai--11 ·- ·H-o nest Religion for Secular Man
What must be tlie religion o{a Chri·stia·n who ~ccepts the process
of secularization and 1.ives f1;1lly in tjie· kind of world into which God
has led us? Is the Christian Faith relevant for living in the last third
of the 20th Century? -Is your faith relevant for your life in a· secular
university? This seminar. is an opportunity to deal with the nattire_
·
.
6f your faith in' an.op~n-anc:( honest fashio_n.

· ,
.·
· ·
October i at ,4:00 ·P.M. ·at the University Chapel Fellow·
·

Resource leader: Robert,Haywood
r Monday,

ship

.

.

Seminar Ill-On Becoming Human
Life is an opportunity,' a challenge, an aliveness. It is meant to be
lived. All of us are meant to.· be participants, not merely spectat~rs:
And each of us is meant to be a unique personality... This seminadsdesigne d to he lp you think about yourself and discover some pcit. te rns of thought and action that will help each person realize his
own unique potential.

, .
Resource leader: Robert Haywood
Monday, October 7 at 7:00 P.M. at the University Chapel Fellow·
ship
.
Sponsored by University Chapel Fell,owship
CTR Box 2551 or call 988-1185
I,

Fc,11 Quarter ·

,

.

Analysis of ·matute love -from a psychological - sociological perspective'with inquiry into such-subjects as "The New Morality and
Sexual ~thics," "The Art of Loving," ''The Nuclear Family," "Mar- •
riage East and West," "Communication - A Sensitivity Question," .
"Self-Love - The Achievement of Individual Worth," and "Does The
·
·
·
Family Have a Future?" ·

, Center Room 200

Courses Offered

'

~

· 1050.North 8roadway'-8artow

51 Non-~redit

\

.

·. BARTOW SHOPPING MALL

. I

. ,.-·

I

,

The · Center for Continuing
Ed~cation has ·ann.ounced its
schedule of Fall' and Winte~
non'.c~edit courses to . b~ ~f,
iitlda
fe;ed ·beginning'.
t
..
. ..
Sep_tember.

in

. The

be:~

di~ourse9 : hav~
,vided ·into fao majori ~roup~·The first group, pffered by the
Management
Development ,
Center consists of· 25 business
courses_._ The second group in~
d udes 26 liberal arts arid education courses.
j
'
The
·,
. offered are . de- •c~u~ses
signed . to . develop skills, to ..
.help ' individu~ls · succeed in
reaching a career goal; There
ai:e no prerequisites
- for en• .·
,,,
rollm~nt _e~£ept an . under:
standing of. course objectives
and topks. Fees vary between
$10 and $30.
.

Almost 25,000 participants
enrolled in non-credit programs in the last two year~.
To -help meet the demand for
this type of learning, the Center . for Continuing Education
will initially offer non-credit
courses in Tampa and St. Petersburg.
Interested persons should
phone the Center for Continuing Education, ext. 403.
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Turtle' .C ar Wax
Easy to apply? J;orm a protective shell!
1
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Limit One
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COMPLETE'
BRAKE OVERHAUL
WE WILL

· .

:

.

·/·'

t .;_~, -~. ·, . , ··. · ,·

I

ei'

• lnsiall new Wizard "30"
Brake Shoes on all 4 wheels!
• Reface all 4 hrake drum•
, for full contact!
. • R e build all 4 wheel cylinders! .
• Bleed cofuplete hydraulic •
system a'n d replace fluid!
• Adjust brakes!
• R epack front wh eel b earings!
• Check g rease s eals!
• R oad te st your car!
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TRY OUR 9..9.. c, _,·-D· ·l:N·N·i·.E·.·R·-:_W:IT'H
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FREE ·'A·'LAD: BA.R .
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5:00 TO °7:0~ P.M.
EVERY EVENING
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- ~itttt:i;i~~~~~,i~~:;; t.

'd io's I oroailcast:-series, !'Audi-.
'tionsfe(;ihe' Air" - the'.'only
. , na_tio~ai I. Oper;ati~ , CO~pe,t ition·
"to be heard.on a: broadcasf sedes• ·presented__ by . a . major
"- .
:broadcasting company.
.,
,. ,
., . .
,
,, ccintestants competing tor ·:IN A CRISIS, it takes: cou1-age t0
the awards must be' between
.
.
th~- ages< of' ·20 and 35 ;m'd pe a l~ader; •. courage to,speak aut
·united States>citizel}/?. !.
., ·.·· ·
•
·h
· ,·
Applicants' .'Il}ust .submit · a • ~ • · •·
po_int t t ·way • • •· to say,
1

tape r~cording of their VQiCe,
together with an official app!i·
· cation blan~, to the Auditions '.
Commlttee ' on or before Oct.

15.

:

.ANll,~Ll DAY.SUNDAY
•

.. ··

'

.

_Slim, t_rlm, low-wa,isted - -~ ·musJ for
the "in" crowd, in a great,·collection ·,,:
of very ''in" colors~ Levi's famous s,aPrest process gives them a built~in
.creas~ that never wilts. Nobody makes
Sta-Prest but Levi's.

.PAST , WINNERS of the
WGN "A'uditions ·of the Ai~,,

who have· made successful ·ca,
reers,' for thems~l.veii / include ;
Shertill Milnes, Metfopolita1f
Opera, , Dominic Cossa, New
, "X"<>rk City · Opera, . Seyrri:oµr
Schwll;rtzman; New York City
· Opera, · . Anastasios Vrenios, ·
National American Opera
G._ompany and • Santa· Fe
Opera, ·and Sylvia Friederich,
1
,_
Opera·
• · National Metropolitan
·TEMPLE TER.~~CE· '· c;:oll)pany.
. ...
. For complete infQr)llation
· SJtOP~IN_G q N!JR
and _entry .blanks, ·w rite . fo:
i TEMPLE.:iuaic'E. FLA.
-Oper a : Guild · Auditions Board,
W G N Continental Broad, ·casting ,Company,, 2501 West
Bradley .Place, Chicago; ill.,
.60618..
I
'
'

ARMENli'i AT I WATERS AVENUE
TAMPA, FLA.

Phoni ·935-2173

WEBER'S VARIETY
••• where your

PRESCRIPTION

COSTS vo:uLESS !
Bring Your Next Pr~scriplion To Us

... and Seel

,

THEY KNOW that it takes : cour'

.

age to ,st~nd up .for ,America a~ainst
·the pseu_do - intellectual professo_rs,
t?
,
'-'Follow Mel" °In ·a crisis it takes . the hippi~s/ the pre~s and the entire
.~. · . .
·
· ·· ~
· ·
J'b
1 E bl' h ' A 'd h '
1. e,r a · ..s\ta 15 tnent.
_action -to ·survive .•. the kind of de~
n t ey ve
. • • '.; ; •
I .
,
.
got that courage.
:cmve act1on that comes from a man
1

.

,·wE CARRY A LARGE
), SElECTION OF NAME ··aRANi>
-- ~- ·101lETRIES ·

J

'

.

1

h.

~

.,

~

l,J.1; , . .·

!", Opera -Talent

l[e;

,.

9239 - 56th St.

,

.I

T"URS·<A~~o~,n. ·!; M..
o·cy; 3rd . ·, .
CTR ; . :-,;, '. ·

TEMPLE TERRACE SHO~PING
CENTER
PH. 988-2677
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BOTH /;_S~ARS' _stories ~bf ·_ ~·o;f;.ti~?:;~~~~dt~e~:yt:~~ ·'1
' - - - - - - , .-,- - - - -......
success are,mterestmg. . , _ '. Colleg'e, ,,
i
, .
, ·
,
'.
·.'. ••
'
::· . • .
.·• · . , ' .
I'
•..
I
.·, ' ' ._"
.;. .• : :-' . •··
'Mis~•' Wc!rfe,ld admits -that '.Ticketsa}e ~v~ilable.noV.:at
-"',.FORONLY
4 R5t5 1-5401
I
· she ' ~eveloped 'her .voc;,J .' aiFSears'· stores intiie·'Great~-.' I
'
~ \ .., ., • .
, . : . ii. .
. - / '.
,: ,. -:-- : · '.
··11
- . proje~tion shoµting, 'P~pcorn ! ,· 'J'~Ihp.a: J3aY.·. area, Left~r's-: '
. .
~ ~
Mosr Al\lERICiN
1
CARS
,.
i . '
. " ·.'
·. ...: t: _.' .,P~anli~~ !'.'' b~~k ho_
m e_m Kan- :rv+us!c. ,· Shop at '.f.927:- (:eµtral · I
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·
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'
, ·.·.· · ·· · ··
sas C1ty,,.,.!yI1ssou.z:i. She was Aye.·in St ,. Petersburg, .Curtis
1
• '
·
·
· ··
1
·
W ith.thi• coupon
.i ·.. , .,,... ·.
·'·· , ., ... . ':·ttY:i~XINE KAMI?i ,,,' Jill ·s later;- USF stude!Jt. , , ~ .' helping_h~r :fiither, a_'.b al park_ , ,Uixon,-~ot O,tf\ce,;_ or .. Fl?!ida~ :..-.■·----•-•-•----•-•--K '
.. · ,.
. , . ' · Fine Arts Editor 1 1\.. It will.. be·. the·.,,1ir~t" perfor: ' concess1on;ure. , · : • ,
·, Ptesbyterran College. Prices
f-· .,fr .'.'The
, : ;-, ;
·. · .
eri;' th·e prrss·has' de- range from.$3:;iO i-o $4.50/ -.;.
··,·. : -_'... , Satisfaction Guaranteed or yourJloney Back!
..
•
• ' '.
•
.
· .
• · _ since th"
Rxperimental Theatre '.mance m t~e ~ew .Theatre Cep)-_ . ,
. .
;,
.
,. ,
: .·
., ... ' .
'
,, •.
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,
•
•
• 1. · ·
., .. '(
, .
. tre · ET-AR 120) .
. ·•
-. . scribed .,her , a_s . not .Just a
_c
•
01
.R -11•.N·."_··.-,.;.r_._~:_ :~.·,.;.•'_·
; ' ' ., . . re! : ~ t~~~t~ !~~~~~sm:!t~ .: . Doi1~ ':K~y~,: ·~tµdenf ' c1ir~( ~;,;_ . , .. -'~ ..-__.• :
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Tryouts '
I ;,.'_'
·s· , · .. .
... i)_
.
. _ , . :; . , ::J he_if _·p~~gram . this . quarter, :tor, sa:ill ' . "it's ...~ ·. r l~y
G
•·. · . _. • 1d
' ·. ···.5·
·,I ~ : , Will. Be Thursday , . . · .. . . ·.
~ ··,
,,'' .,,
,, that 1tev.en 15cares me," 'chu- .•.. who knows, ... :··, . . . -:,
ee-K$
The second night of tryouts
·ckled. R,ussell Whaley, chair- . "If you'd like to re~d ·a . i . . . ,,...- ;!.'
•
•
for Richard Sharidan's resfo~·
, ..ONLY . .
,manoft~•Tbe,tr,,, ArlsDe, !"Ora!me,,"!,"mtott; .,,•.
ration cornedy,, _ ' '.School for , ··--.·
i_.,_
, .
.
, .
,-·i.-;-1'.
•
.
,
.
i.
-,~artmen
. :.1. . .
.. .. '.; .
~,.90 so, _ ~ co,~enJ~f ,
.
Scandal," has .n~en P.Qr,itpon.~~
-~"'."_,._ TERRACE PLAZA SHOPPING·Cl:lt'flR. • •. • .
fROM KODA.COL R:FILM
Experimental ,Theatre . 15 a · , 1'Qri:df:.i.fqjfi;j_fi~wanf<>to en~oy, .
.
. .
.,
until Thursday at 7,:~0 p.m.)n
.·i
;
• weekly .p~gram ,sponsored by ·, the_ in_sariity: of ,.it, h~~~iiUy
~he,; W~~:Illinms- ?lll:r~ the · Theatre .Centre (TAR · { ..
.. -. .
;. ,
. .
·.
J
'
,
.,
:.•
the . Theatre Department in youwil].I llke 'ithescnpt:!1/e. .Guil4_ :Aud1t1on~_of _~he Air
121). _
·
- - --- - - - ~ - - - - - ~ - - 1
~ERRAC:E
'. ~:. .
•\ /-'\
,' :whi~h ,'~l;i~\V plays,. experimen- <2a.u~e _it goes_,!J:e~er~ '-dtiring .. operatic- competition is :,und~r
PaiC!crolitic.al Advertis•l)iMt .
I •
C~ME~-A ; ..
.
-tal ,plays;·•and happenings· are ',the
L'Se .::~~fr the . perfo;-a ' way. ;,..
.
,
. .
t .,,
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!\Ii.
rl('
Rl.'€Se~tef~ .during the . lir'eJ
,T_h,e{ ta~~nt , ~earch _will :_be
TEMPLE 'TERRACE
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.
-~our Ori Mondays," explained
,'fhe , "Maypole'.' cast_ . iri- ,IJlftio?al m . SCOIX:, wit~ 1,1ve
-- 1w
'..
Whaley, ,
·:
' <;~udt;!s J ohq RY.a n; Aleiqa '-, ~µclit1ons - held m Chica.go,
P.LAZA
>;tlie 1i'rtitial ·production· a t 2 ChW,Illey, ;frank Morse; Otna ·New York a nd the San FranTEMPt~ T~RRA~E ·
:,
•·. ' · . , . '. '>\, , · 'i;.~., 6ct. -14io will Qe. f?hf Favors, Kafhy I Schwall _and cisco-Los Angel,~ area. ' ;
.
· •... , · •
_, 11;· _
•;: -~,,'•
· , ' ••
,
/
.¥'8:;.'.F,f:>l~/' a,;play.,'3/ritten. by, others. .
.•. ., ._.
_;, :,~_1:;._:~uring thi~ _na_tional__ c~mpe-1
..,,. •,· .7 · .,
.':" .-::, .
·,_.·.,. · · • ,
. ,. · ;,tit~on, operatfc smgers will' be".
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-'. .
· ;:i :·.;. ' :
' ':_
., •
., .
,vying for cash awards totp.1. ' , ; 'f1
\. ',) .:.\: .. :,,
ing. $2,50$)...:. first award 1,.§.00
-:,,: •• ,·\.-f
..
•
...
1
• ·. andsecond .a-ward$l;0oo: .
I
•
•T.HE
' . GO
✓ ··AL
.
-;,. t.h -)
h .
• •
' '"
, ••
01_,
e, se?rc , ,
· conqucted by. WGN Continent~1,:: . };3ro~dcasting .. Company
and: the : Illinois. Opera Guild,'·

,_,,

'

.

,•-•-------------1!11111---.,.-..

4·99s, . -

Chec;ked
Adjusted '.

I,

~-:

~

,m~ns1un. iI ',.

l

~.

, Yc;>UR CA.MERA

1 .

~l,'.-:: __ ·,~-: · ., . ,

-; 'became ·. the · first· .American-I
. : :~ ·; l ;< :... \ :, '. .
born tenof . to un'dertake_ the .,
.. r~le of the to1:ured ~Oor c1;t p· ·a· . . :,
j' the. ;Metrop?lltan . • (! p e r a, . . · CS ·
:
_
.;·
Mc,s racken ~~s accl~~~ by, , . . · . · -· ) ,,,,..,. ~ " 3 •.·. · . '
_,New York 'f1mes' cn~r H_a;,- •. . ''~he , ;,~tr. Dimensi~!l," ~ a I
old C. Schonberg as .,. today s - su_igmg . group -.· -famous~ for
great Otell9, ' and mo~t l~ely '.' their Grai:nniy:Aw~rd 'wihnlng :1
the, best s ince Giovanni Mart, .sin_g le. .'r ~c~~d :"Up, ._Up ~!ld I
, .inelli."
Aw~?;'.', JW;ill -appear Sund~y
· Sand~~ Warfield is ·an inter- ev~_nm~ at ·8;30. at "'Curtis
hation1µ · star also. Leading Hixon Conv~nt_ion Hall,:,.,, · · ·
roles at the .· opera houses /:if
The group's ·:musical rfper- .
Vienna, Berlin, Geneva., and toire ranges ·.. t.r o. m folk--·
Zurich, .. her. re<::ordings for' nouveau to harct" rock to' blues.
L·ondon Records and aJ!peai:- ,,. "Up, Up·' ~nd Away;,,. their
ances at the ·MetrOP,QJitan , first single, riot only won them :
San ,Francisco, Seattle and· the 'G:r:!'lrripiy·• Award . for, Rec. New · Orlean~· opera · houses ord ·oMhe Year, but also ·Best
.. have made her one of the · Perfoi-rpance by a . Vocai.
sopranos iri the world.
Group, Best Contempo'rary
-In joint concert, this bus- Single, -cll}d . Best Confeinpoband and wife duo brings to rary Groilp Performance. .
1
t he stage operatic .arias' · ~nd •. '. An. , albu111 by the· r same
. d_uets, .. the. -uentle, on_g, 'and ·or- name 'was a best seller on the
· chestral lifer~ture.
.· ~, · · · Sciul City label.
,.
.. ·

•

j,

.

·.. JN NEW YOR~ wh:e he .

<·9uon~ity Limited)
I

'J ,' ._' .
• ...

·l?;" ·} ,

' ,.Model 404 ELECTRiC E'r'E·

!
~
.·!

•

r-----------------~

,·,··h:; _.._,D
';• ·.-'

·m
" Deanm
,,,e,:·:·F1_'d'Telio~rll-,,_?doa·tn·,d" ;_,_;'OCtaeri: ,

St. Matthew'''. '(Italian),.
· "The .Shop 9n Main -Street'\ .. (Czechoslovakian).
, · , ·
, •:~ ~hes . -.~ n d- Dlapfond&"
, and\ others> :

Sl'EClfAL
·oFFEft

-

.

...

·, c.

. ~~Ih::,~:!~:;;~i.::.~ I~r,~tr:::;

·• l'The : Gospel According to· .

GET OU1<

'

.

.

. · J.ames· McCracken·, Tenor

!. ,

·. .

'

-- .

~

Ar~~

!

are:

•

The husband - wife opera great· -opera:·-'singer, · liilt a
McCracken believes --opera Verdi and so on every riow
tea~ of Sandra Wa~f,ield .arrd greaf~inJing·actress." . , ':' · is tamely going t?'-it_~ death ·and Jhen. That" way I may
James McCracken will appear ·
,
•- · •
'
.
•. . .
. ·,,\ · .
' ·
·t .o • · · -McCRACKEN; .THE-,SON of without i'ight_11Jg for tlie audi- mak~ some opera conve:rts,"
Saturday ' evenmg
-a o. 30 m
. ,,· .
.'
. ··
th t • d ·tt·
. ,-tfle Theatr~. . · .
.
•
.. _a (;pry, Ihd.; tu;e -,ch1~f' start- ,i ences , a are r1 mg away he reasons.
;
, .I
. •
, , ..
ed hjs _~ areer . _~inging in his"' to _less bashful forms of e!]ter-·
tamment.
Tickets for all Artist S~rles
.
The corcert 1s th~ first hfo·h school .•g,J'e·•e ··clu'·b . Wh
,,
nt · · · n ti
'th th
9
"r ,·
'
•'·
en
.,
.
, ev1:. . m CODJ~ c . on ·wi . e · he w.as 1,9;,fie :entered . Colum- ~ So he . Was' ..thinking of be- concerts are $1 for students,
·iiia ,N~iy~~ity'~n·.the ~.t. Bill, coming,a rock •.'n roller.
$2.!i(J tor faculty and staf~ and
Flo~Jda -~ente! _~or •t_he .
, , a nd appea'tea.'ttier:e -hli a;varieArtist Series. · ~ · .
$3.50 for the- general pijblic.
. '-'IF ·I. CAN. GET . people to They a-re available a t . · t-he
. Described by the -press ·as ty_<if student'.· ·r~d1:1ctions. . ~:
·. ".a. towering f!gure_ -wi~ a
'He ,W'as ablS! ) o·s upport hiin: hear me sing rock 'n roll, I'll Theatre ;Bo?' Office. . S~ason
voice of . hero_1c -d1men~1on;~ self _with ,j?b.s irl •such Broad- slip in · an ' aria .b y Puccini or tickets are also available. ~
.
.
.
,
.and beau_ t 1 fu_l _sound_, ·.· wa);', . i:n:u.sicals - as, "A . Tr ee__ .
McCracken is recogmzed ·I n Grows in Brooklyn " "Two~ on .
·
• ·
\
,.
opera · houses throughout , the .' The _·Aisle\" anci;_''~Of..,Tliee :r,
world for · his characteriza- , Sing/' _·,. ··,· ·· ,, . . , _
,tions in · "Samson and· .Deli: . .,__ ·
·'
"'

"

Tlie Film Classics League sents the use ·of the film .as a.n
of.: USF. hc1-s. plapned another .art form .an~ !l')at . feo/ fiµer
se,fies of films for .the 1968-69 ·programs have been offered
SE!c!50n (Quarter-I, II and llI). , :its subscriber s b:y any p.lm se- •
.T hey ' will be · shown in th~ .ries in the entire U':S. •· .
Busine~s :Adm.inisfratim1 Audi- • :"We- ·c ~ll 'yoµr 'attent~oi;i . to •
torium · on Wednesday eve- the fact that some· of.·these
ni.ngs ,a t .-8 .o'clock~
. .
_motion pictures, have not-~en
Suescri~tion to . the . 9-film .shown in tliis· area-- .either .as
program ·.are·-: $6 general pub- •a part bf :the progr,am'·of .anlic;. $5 'usF -Foundation mem- . :other series or in: a.- commerbers .and faculty arid $4 stu- · ,c.ial theatre."
'
.. - .
dents. . Tliey may ..be pur. Th~ first film will be •shown
ch~f:!.d ': fro~ . Mrs: Phy?is• next 'Wednesday e.:v:e nin·g.
Hamm,. Admmistrat1on Build- "The Pawnbroker/ ' an Amer. ing 109, ext. 645, or at t)_le-.pni- , , ican fihn directed by Sidney
. :1{er~ity ~e~ter desk: · There 'Ll.1!1}et and·· starri.Qg , -~~ ;
~ re approxunately 150,.. more. Steiger,.is a·'grim portrait of.a
:student tickets left. _,
.
man · who survived the hell of
Dr, James Gould, c!Jairman ·a Nazi concentration ,cainp..
tbf the League, said, "We be- only to encounter further prej~~EJ"e. each of the motion •pk- . udice iri hjs : operation of a
,
-~tures . on the · P.rogram repre- pawnshop in Harlem.
•'
It was awarded the Berlin.-.
Festival Best Ac!or Award.' ·, ·. ·
'I.
I
KO'DAK
other :mms in the series

INSTAMATIC®104·

• .

-

I

i

•

-

Council;To Meet
At UC. Mondqy
The Council for Exceptional
Ch_ildren hiJs scheduled its
first meeting this ·quarter on
Monday, in Education 202C,
during free period.
Students interested in joining the CEC are invited to
a ttend this meeting and old
, members are urged to be present, since there will be important new business to be
discussed.

.

'

.

,

~

of scmnd instinct, as well as intelli-

· '·

Thousands and thous.a nds . of

.tomorrow's leaders-the thinking
young men and women of America
~- If America is to survive
crisis who have courage anp who are
..
·, \
.
'
'
·:• •• if th~ youth of America are to wil,Iing -to act1-are joining
· -i nherit , a 'sane .and even promising YOUTH FOR ·WALLACE. You
.
.
.,
g~nce. ·.

this

world, . we ·must' ' have ' courageous,
'

•.

.,,

.

.

c~n5.tructive leadership_. The kind of,
~eader~hip . J hat .only G¢orge C.
~alla~e-:--pf .al( Presidenti,a.r' can1
·d1~ates-has to offeF, •That's why
ryoung ·Ame_i:J'cans
re'a lly 'thin~
su_~ port Wallace.

:who.

f

•

•

.

There are no dues. Send in the
coup.on .fo recdve your membership
' card·, the YFW ~ ewsletter and a
co.PY., of · "STAND U P FOR
4MERICA," . the story of George
C. W allace .

.-e--:::~:Yo~;.ro:;--

'

•

•

---f-o--r.-~~1a·_--1-1·-a--c_
wi
,

--~--~':'.""'o
·---u
.·-t--h
-

.

should join, · too.

(202) 296-8192
.

I am ............ years olq and pledge to support George C. Wallace for President.
Please send me my ·membership card in YOUTH FOR WALLA CE and the
Newsletter.

·

·
/
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Gallery HeadAnnOunces
Opening .Qf A.rt E~hibits
.

•

.

•

!

\

•

•

•

'

i

I

.

•

'

'

'

Three art · exhibitions are be in tp~ Tµeatre Gallery until lecteq .commercially P,roduced
Items· ·available from local
now being held in the Teach- Oct. 31.
ing Gallery (FAH 110), the
. MARSij IS A new design in- stores.
Theatre Gallery, and the -LiDe- : Out's~anding. exa:mples of
structor
in the Visual
brary Gallery..
partment Gf U~F and is a,ls~ · fufnjture; lamps, t9ys, uten~
In ·the .Teaching Gallery o_n tl).e faculty m the Humam• · sils, :and glassware, and other
works by fourth quarter stu- ties Department at St. Peter.s- • Hems selected for their• dasdents that have been selected
burg_Ju_n_ior Cqll~g:e.
., . . . sic :simplicity, timelessness
by the Fine Arts faculty are
, . He . -':'I' ll , ex~1b1t. pa1~tmgs and · beauty · will be displayed.
being exhibited. "These works and prmts which experiment
" Th
h'b"t ill. h
th
·th
e ex 1 1 w
s ow e
· 1 1f
are. the finest of their kind, "
1 specia
wi_
.
unus~c/re
a
IOnfinest
possible
design
of
these
commented Jon Kowalek, diships of images on .several objects we could locate " said
rector of galleries.
planes. Form and. color create • ii<: . a1 k
· · , '. . · 1 . .
Kowalek pointed . out two strange optical effects in his
ow e ·
very unusual •exhibits that he work. · '
·
"THESE particular items :
feels are highly ~riginal and ' Marsh was:· recipient of will be' .popular now as well as
Photo By Dave Sautter
creative.
'
the Atwater. Kent Award in 50 years from now," he re'THE TONGUE~
ONE COULD BE called 1965 and 1966 durir\g the exhi- marked.
The. Library Gallery is open "It kind of looYs like someone
A·Victorian satire - basically b i ·t i o, n s of . Contemporary
sticking their tongIJe out at
it is intended to point out the American . Art, So'ciety . for from s ·a.m. to ·5 p.m. Monday
Victorian Society," ·said Joµ
grease and slime of. the Victo- · Four Arts, .Palm''I3each; Flori- through·Firday during this ex.
Kawalek, Art Gallery head.
rian era. Its ma~n feature is da ; and received a Merit h;bition. There is · no charge
\
.
_1
what looks like a "stuck out Award for·· O Ii ts t,a n ding for admission; .
- - - - - , - - - - - - - - - , - - ~ ~ - - - - - -~ - - - - - -- - - -~-'tongue" surrounded by leg Teaching in·May, 1968.
garters and other items comAMONG . 'l'HE ',: institutions
mon in that period. James which hav:e· shown· his' work
McKinnes created the piece. are the San 'Francisccr Art InThe other is an intricate stitute ; P a:s.a den a Museweaving design that looks like um . of Art; California State
a bird's nest. Roberta Hardy Fair ; California St;ite C6llege
created it and klso did a sim- at Long Beach; F lorida State .
ilar woven - piece 1 using glass Fair; Hunter ,Gallepy, Chatta- ,,
and plastic_ that KO\yalek noo·g a; and .Butier Institute; ·
called en " experiment in ma- Youngstown, Ohio.
,
.
.
.
terial ..'?.
.
.
Regular gallery hours are
Another exhibit by J ack •.from 8 a .m . to 5 p.m. Monday
Lyle :is made from bathroom through Friday ai:id during
plungers, automobile parts, . special · programs·, : 1in · the
·
hand inade ceramic pots, and Theatre. ·. .
lights blinking in sequence
* * *
Th~ third. ·exhibition
the
I.
· (among other ar ticles).
Library Gallery is caUecf"An
_RINGS MADE OUT of tea- Exhibition of Good · Design,"
spoons, woven. and silver and it runs through Oct. 31.
n~ckpieces, pendant~, and . IT IS AN exhibition of seother ;jewelry is also on display.
Skyway Drive In Theatre •
The "•Fourth Quarter ,stu\
Wed.-Thurs.-Oct. 2, 3
dent Exhibition" will run until
2 Color Hits
Oct. 11:
.
.

~:15

a

'

Photo by Richard Smoot

'M~ggles' Groove T~e folk Way
I

'

Bob Stoner, John Englfsh ,:and Ellie Methvin · . ·other entertainment includes 'The Mother's
Club,' a. group ,from Polk Junior College, .
orientated freshmen to their own folk style
Ron Canady, ' 3:nd Folksinger Rick :N«\rcross.
at the Folk sing Thursday. The 'Moggies,'

·11 _N
: •,ap1er.
·._ _ • ' s.·Hang-·u· .p?.
81
Pro:fs· l.n·.White ,shirts

,t

•

··_<£uis P,unuels

\

I

c!]viasterpiece o[~rotica!

.

to

By·SHARON TYLER
wheh it is forced t'o scan from
"It takes hours
prepare
Staff Writer
one range of shade to it,s elf- for a remote," explained
Professors showing up for a treme opposite,. as black to Cousin. "We are· expected to
tape· a lecture without dishirbclass lecture in white shirts white, Napi~F said. . .
,
and blac~ coats and. perfori:n-Napier, who as director ing the classroom atmo, ers entermg the. studio 2_0 mu~- . serves as liaison · between per- sphere. No professors· want us
utes late are two of B111 Na- former and·..engineer works shining lights in the eyes of
pier's head aches.
with 'a. nine-man crevJ to. pre-· stud€nts, o; looping cables
Bill Napier is director for pare video-_ tape~ shown closed around.the classroom.''
WUSF-TV Channel 16. · His drcuit m' the ..classroom and
"In commercial ··television,
job, along with approximateiy . tapes to be ·a ired on Channel
20 other students a nd- four !6, a five-county-wide .televi- the networks set the schedul~.
.If· their cameras are not
staff members is to · keep sion station. ·- ·· ·
A "One-Man Exhibition" of
rea'dy, then tl)e show waits,
WUSF-TV on the air with
"The layman as;mmes that
Bruce· Marsh's paintings will
said
Cousin.
quality programming and pro- · we can run -in with a camera;
duction - despite inappropri- turn · on ,t he houselights , and
IF WE blow a· tube, or have
· \
· ately dressed profs and tardY · say let'er roll," said Charies to r.e-align a piece '_of equip. .THE
prograril participants.
,S
.
.,,
Cousin, chdief of statiobn main- mh·ent, dthe lect~ref conti~uehs. · .. _· .
' _om.e people wonuer. whY._ tenance an _staff.me!!l. er.:l · . 'r. ey on't wait cir us,
e·•
'· ·
CURTIS tJIXON H_All
they look so 'washed out' on
. WUSF TAKES · its remote added.. . . 1
our v_ideo . taped . progrlims," .
.
'
.
'.
I
· truck unit into university
The remote truck contains
.,,
·,
..
d
d
ti
SUNDAY
· TOB.ER.'6t h '
explained
Napier,
a
junior
ti
.
·
. classes and tapes lectures of
1ree· v1ueo recor ers, an 1e
..
, oc
· who previously worke_d for
·
·
sp'ecial imp·ortance to other station prefer( to_ bring . the
8:30
P.M. Miami's WCKT television stamembers ·of ..the campus com- performers to the studio if , at
· 11
"bl ·
tion. "They didn't ,vear a blue·,
•
·
munity. The tape ·is then a poss1 e. .
· TICi<Eis'.AVAILABLE:
shirt pr lighter colm;ed c_oat." .
\.
· ·
·
played over the ,-closed circuit . ~ '"Going remote is like trying · SEARS, BELK'S OF BRITTON
" THE TELEVISION camera classroom Channel 2 and 5, to fit this whole studio and en• LEF~ER'S. MUSIC ~;rORE •
'.m4st scan the icture an.d the , ·anq. .gccasio~ally r~:broadcasf ; g-ineering, rooth .. in one· litfle· ":°" "'"• .• ST.PfJE .:",·:-·-:-...___,..scanni · b'ecomes : brurr~d ·' · 01! -~ffannel 16: • . :~ · .
~ r~uck,!'. s'a'-id Napier .
_

lil

Vic Mature

· "S'AMSON
AND DELILAH"
Suzanna York

"SEBASTIAN"

5th DIMENSION

l

I

:

·

.

..,

·,

.

· ·

5''. t

/

:.

.,

I

ADD A.NEW DIMENSIQN . :t:~~-;~ ·:;:;tei;~~~o~~n:~th ~'t[rit~: ,
Q R FE
.
cate·a nd ·easily upset -pieces of
..
~
T
.O
Y
.
U
:
·
"
'LI
.
,
-:·
.
;\i:f\~ J JJe~tronj~--~a?~etr~. •i r c1uqing
. .- ..· ...
. , ?<:.
.
· •' ,. ,
1a:- ,sue: foot wide 'dish!" on top

·, ·

•1 •

r.

·,t he,Jibi:a.r.y ,;which bounces the
:,,; .;:'${itimf&{beari:r to a transmit
-- ;'ilfe'r • a-tld,: tower · in -Riverview
:. ' ,.:qip11o*ltna:tely ·1s . inil~s·;away,
·1 s.~ ..
;, "
>
·t ' N;a:pier e~plain,ed.
:,
;J

1

•

~·

'

.

......

...

~

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.-Oct. 6, 7,'8
2 Technicolor Hits
Terrence Stamp· " BLUE"
Doris Day " DO NOT DISTURB"
Admission 50c Show Storts HS
~- , · 1~945 FJorido Avenue-

:;.

I

..,,

~

.....

·....•.,_
\

EXCLUSIVE TAMPA BAY AREA SHOWING

"Carmenff8b?
lheTotaffernaJe An1ma11 ·
_!_

.

I

,.

.

.

US,:MAN.CQLOR .. ULTIUlSCp... . Reloued through AU~~BON FILMS

.~ ~in
.

v~~

.

, . ; .•

~

j[,;

I

.

BELLEdeJOUR

.

.

,,,.,i

&lid RAYIIOIID Hl;IY1111ien1 C;TH[RIN[ DIN[U't! ,
SORIL• MICH[l ~IXOLI a 1,1~ by LUIS BUNUH
bm dM \hi
by JOS!PM IESS!l el llit :- ;
kld111y •·S.-i/ay LU~ !UNU[l " d J[IN,CUUOE CIRRIERE >tlh C[Hl~EYEPIG[• Pl[RI[ tl\M[HII • IIIHOSCORIBIL• IRIHCOIS[ FIIIIH• MICHi M[RIL • MIIII LATOUR• MUNI and C[ORG[$·'
MIICHAl and fllNCIS BUNCH( • llSfMIH COi.Of • I ROSER[ and RlrnONOMINIMP1olU<l1dn • Reluied by llll£0 IR_TISTS 1""'"'" ' " •""""" •vo<•m£0 .
•

11
· i" -

•

J

, \; 'L'he: statio,n ,owns and oper:, •· a:t•!?S $1~milli!Jn' ;n .broadcasting
·equipme~t,:.;which' N~p~e(caHs
'two ·. stations :fa •.one' ·.a.,. a ,
closeq circuit" ··on ''d1annels · 2
ana' 5, anif an open circuit .on
. Chan~'e.l lp.,. ' } '; . ..'. .
,

VENGEANCE'.'

.

..THE STUDIO and engineer-

. -- . ,.

Fri.-Sot.-Oct, ◄, 5
3 Technicolor Hit, · .
John '{!aynt "WINGS OF EAGLES"
Sonny & Cher "GOOD TIMES"
Chuck Connor, "RIDE BEYOND·

POSITl't'ELY NO ONE UNDER 18 YRS. OLD ADMITTED• .
.
.
MON. ·. FRI. DOORS OPEN 6 :45 ·
CARMEN BAY• 7:21•9:21 .
SAT. & SUN. DOORS OPEN 2 :45
CARMEN BABY . 3:21°5:21 •7121 • 9121

• •

'

·

.

~~c~us1vE' AREA·sH_
ow'1NG

·J

··

SUGGESTED FOR .MATURE AUDIENCES

, BEGINS'oct. 2

. PALMS THEATRE

0

9th Ave. & 58th St. No., Sif, Petersburg, Fla.

1
.
4191 • 74TH AVE•.NO. .
PINELLAS PARK, PH. ST. PETE~ )544°.8 877 '.J •

J

...

. . Channel' 16;· whose· formaf"is '.
· . ~rj_m~rily :~~ik.;:tionai .fnst~ad
of. . egtertainm:ent,.. : teieviSfS
,·. ¢ours.es as well as com'rtrunity
· orfo1ited·, .. program!i·. · sucli · as
. , 'Inner . City 'Rep'.oi.-t;•- weekly
series staffed and produced
_by and . for. the Tampa N~gro
community:
·

NAME,

a

111
·N•w
v ,· ·OPEN ...
..
SCIENCE CENT,ER'SNACK BAR

1

Sf!encer Memorial Baptist Church,

Fla. at Sligh- Pastor Waylon B. Moore ·
"The Bible and Evolution" 11 :00 A.NI,
Ride. our Bus.from Ar~os Every Sunday at 9:10 A.M.

.

CHANNEL 16, . on the air
· from 6 p.m. to 10 ·p.m . Mon. day and.Friday, and 5 p.m. to
·s p._m . and 7 ·p.m. to 10 p.m; ·
Tuesday, Wednesday a n d
. Thursday, begins its- season
· Mond.a y. .
.
And for'Bill Jlfapier and others working on ,the WUSF:TV,
the trials a nd tribulations of
.another season begins.

•

I

I

• I

I

:...•.•:

,

Blue ~late Specia·1
Sandwiches!!!

FllM -CLASSICS_lEAGUE~.
,
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UNIVERSITY OF $0UTH FLORIDA
1

Pres~nts the World's Finest Films .
In dn Ut pc;iralleled Series .During 1968~69
l'

I

SP. . E
. CIAL CAKES
r.
.
. t\
f or

..

, I

,

·UNIVERSITY

CENTER . I

. _ . ,·

SPECIAL OCCAS_
IONS,_:.··:

.

16 The Pawnbroke r .. ; •.•.••. ~ ••••• ~ ••••••• -.-,•• {Am}
23 The Gospel According to
,
,, ·
.
St. Matthe w .......••.•• ,. ; .••.•••• ~ •• ~ •• ·• • • • • • (It)
November 6 The Shop ori Main Stre~t ......... . ~ ... ~ .. ·.. · ~Cz)
2.0 · Ashes an~ Diamonds •. i . ~ . ; •• ~ • • • • · • • • ' " • • • (Po.) _
De-cembe r 1.1 Rules of the Game.-.•.•.... • •• . ••. • ••...•. ·••. (F,r)
. Febr:uory " 19- The f iooces .• ..•• ; ...... . . ..... :
(It) ~
Morch ,. 12 The Caretaker • . ." ...
(En)
April'
9 T_he '400 Blows .• ,• ~ •• •••••• ~ • • •.• • • • • .............. (Fr) •
· May
7 La Guerr~ Est Finie ••.•• ~ ......... ...·•••••.• l •••• (Fr)

CAFETERIA.

October

. Memberships by ·

Weddings__•
Birt~d_ays ·
Parties ,
and All
Special
Occasions .

Subscription ·
$4.00 Students·
_$5~00 Staff

Prices you can
~afford •••

U

4

.M

. •

••••••••

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . .

•

I

I

· Auditorium Business
Ad'ministration 'Building
-8:00 P.M.

, -

PURCHASE r 1cK,rs AT UNIVERSITY CENTErf DESK
. OR SEE-PHYLLIS HAMM ADM ~09 ·

SEE US FIRST

...

(

I

.~~SPEED LINE"·
·SOUTHSIDE

F'resh·

I .· ':A;~~rtment of Sanci~iches

-I

'.. . .

o~ss.erts ••• SALADS ••• & soµ~

.

'

'

.1-~~~:;;~;;~;;;E;I; ;;;;;-~: I

FINE ASSORTMENT OF QUALITY FOOD
Good Foo d 1t Affordabl_e .Prices

~

~

. . . . .. . . . . _EXT. 391.

FOOD SERVICE from Morrison's
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Nuns Enioyed Summer At USF
The young woman knelt be' side the lake at the edge of
the USF campus and dug in
the mud..She called one of her
classmates to examine the
specimen she had found and
soon the other members of the
predominantly male zoology
class were gathered round
her.
There was nothing unusu~
a:bou·t this except the pecul,i ar
veil the woman wore.
"Do you want us to go to
our seats now?" the young

Sister Ponders During Lecture

I

l

. Sisters \Look At Physics Pendulum
'

I

woman asked her professor
by -way of hand signs and an
impish grin.

NOW OPEN
BACK TO THE _ORIGINAL, OWNE,R ,

There was nothing unusual
about this except the heavy
grandmother shoes ·the worn.fut wore.

MAYE'S.SUB SHOP
FEATURING OUR FAMOUS

"Let's not do that. ·That's
. too :inuch . like work," the
young woman told her committee.

ITALIAN STEAK SANDWICH
\

OPEN 10:00 'A,M. TO 1:00 A.M.

1,

10016 "'~ 3 0TH
.,

:

-,

ChrlSIOPhlr Cloth .·'

they're a girl or fellow. Sometimes these are ·students I
have been in classes with bes
fore."

(FMA).
·_ Asked if their presence in
greater numbers on USF's
campus was due to the freer
philosophy of Vatican Il, the
answer was '.'actually y,es/'
but that they or other members or their communities
have attended secular colleges before.

Sister Maureen Michael
SND teaches at Our Lady_of
Perpetual Help School in
Tampa and· has been in the
sisterhood four years.

The Holy Name Sisters said
some sisters in their f Omunity
had graduated from the -University. of Tampa: several
years ago. Sis~er Carleen
Marie, SND said one of their
•sisters was studying microbiology on a governm~nt
grant at the. University of California at Berkeley.

1'.

\

This is,Wren's·,
Christopher -Cloth .Dress·Shirt.
. You can realiy sense
its traditio~al heritage.:
\

teaches at Most Holy Recup of coffee sometimes."
l
' School in Tampa and
deemer
"I. also went to Gainesville,
in the sisterhood 13
been
has
so ·when I came here the
\
years.
wide-open spaces kind of
Classmates had this to say frightened me. In 10 years, I
Most of the sisters were
about the sisters: "You can't _ believe this will be the school very highly impressed with
the ca'.libre of the professors
classif:(them. T4ere's a lot of to graduate_from. "
difference between nuns. Now
Asked if any of the students ·and their courses. The;r ·also
the one we have in our class seemed radical, especially in liked the friendliness of the
is very liberal.
dress, , she· said, "I'm always students.

Sisters (SNJN), three Sisters . sister, because the personality
of St. Joseph (SSJ), three Sis- underneath made each sister
ters · of Notre Dame (SND) different even though they are
and one Salesian Si st e r dres; ed in a uni~orm style.

I

"After you learn to· curb
your language, it's great! I
mean you come in with the
stereotype of a nun, but then
you find out you can say
things and not expect her to
' ask "What would God say
about that?' " "She's really
quite humorous and down to
earth."
Some students expressed
the opinion that it was nothing
new to them - that they have
had several sisters in their
classes. This was the sa.m e
idea expressed by most professors.

All the sisters cited government grants and Natfonal Defense loans as a prime reason
for . their attending public institutions. Other reasons were
the proximity of USF and just
attending .the c9llege that offered the cours6s they needed.
Sister Virginia D' Alessandro
FMA said, ''.You get used to
what they have on different."
Sister Edward Johnson SSJ
said, "It is good for us .to attend the schools that produce
most of the educators that we

afraid .I'll see my brother
among them. I just started
wearing the new habit myself,
so you know I looked pretty
unusual in that long habit. I
mean there aren't many
'women that ~un around in
that outfit."
Sister Edward Johnson· SSJ

"Sometimes while I'm sitting in the cafeteria having a
coke, students will come up
and talk to me - whether

IN:TERESTED·IN··
WORKING FOR:

One professor said protectively, "You call them nuns. I
asked them what they preferred to be called· and they
said sisters." 'Another' professor said he had had approximately a dozen sisters, ,mostly
in upper level courses, here
and at other · . universities
where he has taught. "They
usually rank in the upper
one-third of my classes."
1

Sister Maureen Michael
SND said, "I feel I can say
what I think and it will be respected. In fact, I think this
goes for anyone."

So maybe there really isn't
c1nything peculiar about veils,
grandmother shoes or out of
fashion hemline after all.

*

Conversely, h~w d.o the nun~
feel about USF and the student reaction to them?

THEORACLE.·.
AEGEAN
SO,UTH'FLORIDA REVIEW .

Sister Edward Johnson SSJ
will be working with since
there is now such close coop- said, "Being in -zoology where
;
,
. I
eration :between public .and the students are mainly male,
. ,,
d
..
There was nothing unusual
things like that (being a nun)
· private e uca110n.
,
.
·
,
about this except the very out'
don't seem to ·bother then\.
of fash!on hemline and black-· · . A nun's l)abit is the clothing
"I've gone on field trips•to ·
she wears. In the past, it was Lutz and the . lake by 30th
ness ·of the woman's·dress.
u·s u a 11 y characterizeed by Street. I wear culottes on
. approved
___\ Vatican Council II
starched collars and long, flow- these trips and you should see
the adaptation of the nun's ing· robes. Each order of nuns my outfit! I look like a refuhabit to a style .more condu- is usually recognized by a dif- gee." .
civ~ to th;ir work and modern . ferent habit; but since the rul'
.
"I've found that my profes- ·
day m_ethods, but some stu- ing of Vatican II, some orders
have been trying out various · sors' here ·are more free. and
dents at USF have discovered
·types of habits. This was. par- open about mentioning God
t' h e · individual undernea-th' ticularly · true of the various th an my professors at· Cathothose ' 1habits was strong outfits of 'the nuns on the USF lie universities wez:e. I think
this is because there you get
enough _to break the stier~- campus. ,
so much religion, a professor
. otype even without the change
Sister Edward Johnson -SSJ feels like . he is pushing it
in habit.
has two habits, one light bl~e down your throat if he brings
Thirteen Roman Catholic and the otller medium blue it µp again in another cla ss."
nuns wer!! loca(ed on campus with medium blue veil. ·Holy
"I'm an ~volutionist my~elf
this summer· taking courses · Name Sisters · have habits
I -usuaUy don't disagree
so
or
blouse
and
jacket
with
for .completion of bachelor degrees, ·,n;iaster degrees or re- plkin biac~)llo1,.1se. BQth these with any of my profs. I do
"'_·~--,:--_-,;-,..-,:,:_-_-_-_-_"""_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~.,,;,,"--.-. -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~
' -;.':·· .:.:.:.:.:.:.-;.:.-·,:_
.__a_...:.__________________________________.,.'"_."'':.,:.
·m~..-o~v-e:.r_
y _t:_a_I_k:_in:.g:._t_o:__t_h:_e_
certification of teaching cer- orders hay,!! short!!ne(\ the _e~n__j_o___
tificates required 'by the state. 'hemline to ;; few inches bel9w .
.,
Several ' sisters were on cams tqe knee, .
· · pus· du.r~ng the past year, but
Some USF students ·discovtheir number quadrupled durered that fhe ·,change in habit
ing the summer. ·'
didn't make much difference
,·
There were ·six Holy Name except for ·. the utility to the

Pu'b lications Coffee
·2 p..m. ·Friday Oct. ,4
CTR 255-- 6
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EVERYONE.IS I~YITED
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Bridge Lessons , /
D~adline .Oct..- ✓l l

perfection, ta
..
,_...,"',....
right from , Wren
.
drawing board. St4rt
,with an ex.;lusive
·, 1.
. •J~
_\\
, all-combed premium _-.,
,
f
··1
O f ·d i
d
fl'
. gra e cotton . x or • ~.'
jln_clu~e special de-_
/
tails like the box cen- ·; ·
ter front, pleat, and locker loop, seven bi.Itto_n front· • ~ all
designed by Douglas MacDaid Qf Princeton -and New
Have·n. M ake sure the <?lassical, traditional button down
collar i~ specially constructed to give that casual, correct
look, Set off with. wide spaced stripes, boldly colored on
white and colored grounds. Now try it on., •• see the hand•

,~

-\i

\

f ,/

µ ·,.

1 '
; m• resu IS,
'

Students may sign up for
Bridge ·and Photography !essons at the University Center
_(CTR) Information Desk
through Oct. p. The· bi;idg'e
lessons will be given eight
consecutive Wednesdays at 7
p.m. beginning·Oct. 16.
Phofq lessons begin Oct. 15
and , will . ,be given on eight
consecutive Tuesdays ,at 7 .
p.m. Registration· fee for °i;ioth

.

1~;::;'.~~~id,tro,;" is the uc

Wren, Ltd.•

M~vie of ti'\e W.eek. Starring
·Rod Taylor a nd ·Jijl St. Joh'n,
the moyie will be ~hown Fri,•'
M_EN_ ,'s.. s_H
..
. clay, Saturday and•Sunday at
. , ' !lit: :30 p.m. in ·the· Business Audit?rib:m. ,., Ad~i~sion.
1
' •
·.
Mabry
Dal1t.
•.
o
s·
1708
. · is 35
cents.
.._"""'...,________.._.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
":,
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· · ·
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3814 SOUTH .D.A~E ,vlABRY
BRITTON 'PLAZA ·
839-7390
PHQNE
/
0

FOR , YOU:R INSPECTION, CURIOUS SATISFACTION,
~ELF-IM~ROVEMENT, AND SJIRITDAL' UNF9LDMENT,
·WE SPECIALIZE IN BOOKS ON THE FOLLOWI NG SUBJE~TS:
~ OGA ..
HAPPINESS . ~ · HEALTH . - . D I ET
DREAMS •. R'ELIGlOUS ·. .. ASTROLOGY .. NUMEROLOGY. ·. PALMISTRY. ··. PSYCHOLOGY . .
. ESP .. REINCARNATION ~d KARMA .. WEALTH. SUCCESS .. . ·rYSTlC~S¥ ·. ._:BJ;'.;-ACK &.WHITE ARTS
.. A.R.E. .. UNITY .. ROSICRUCIANS .. MU
HANDWRITING
ATLANTIS ·. ·. .'- PROPHECY
ANALYSIS .. HYPNOSIS
..
·'
. .
'

PLUS MANY MORE ON METAPHYS'ICAL, RELIGIOUS,
AND OCCULT SUBJ-EClS. SEND FOR O UR FREE CATA.
LOGUE.
WE ALSO CARRY SU.PPLIE.S SUCH AS:_.
CANDLES .. INCENSE .. CROSSES .. BIBLES .. GREETI G CARDS
.. SYMBOLIC JEWELRY .. NAPKINS .. HYMNALS . . CHU RC H FUR,
NITURE
ANY 1TEM NOT'IN STOCK WILL_BE ORD,ERED FOR YOU IMMEDIATELY.•

FOR THE NO. 1 COLLEGE INSURANCE PLAN?
MEET THE MEN BEHIND lT

The UC Program Council
Membership •·Drive will begin
Monday in the CTR Lobby. Interested students may sign up
at the lobby display and talk .
with the committee chairmen
and officers during this week.
On Oct. 16, all students who
have expressed ' an interest in
the lmiversity Center will attend a"meeting· in Rooms 252.
and 255 of the CTR in order to
informally discuss committee
programs and be screened for
committee membership. The
theme of this year's drive is
"Up, Up and Away with the
UC.'' Dennis Moreno, chairman of the UC Personnel
Committee said, "We welcome. USF students to apply
and participate in'" our programs."

Collins Here
Wednesday
for Panel

t .

* Univ. of Fla. Graduate 1958
* All-American Basketball Player

* Florida Southern Graduate
* Captain of the Basketball Team

* Plant High Basketball Coach

,* MBA

r
* Florida Blue Key
* Outstanding Region·a1 Award 1958 .
* $2,000,000 College Master Wri'tten in '67 , . _*. $1,Q00,000 Already Written in 1968

* $1,500,000 Already Wri°tten .in ;68 . . . . .

Former Governor - LeRoy
Collins, Congressman Sam
Gibbons, Congressman E dward Gurney and Paul Saad
will ·be panel members in a
discussion sponsored by the
. Tampa · Chapter · of Hadassah
in cooperation \\'ith the Jewish
Community Center n e x t
Wednesday evening at 8
o'clo.ck.
The discussion ·will take
place at' the J ewish Community Center, 2808 Horatio St. ,
and Dr. Roger Nichols, assistant professor of Political
Science, will be the moderator.
ti question and ansv.rer period will follow the presentations.

JOHN MULLIS ·

· _.. JOE HOBBS

. . . . . ' . . -. .. . . . . . . .
~

y

C

·Fidelity
Union
·Life
Phone 988-1103
The SERVICE of a Successful Man is as Important as the Successful Plan

